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CR 2560 18 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
L/Ro i

2 ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

3 - -X----------------

'
:

4 In the Matter of: :
:

5 METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, et al. : Docket No. 50-289
:

6 (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, :.

Unit 1) :
7 :

-------------------X-

8

9 House of Representatives
Main Capitol Luilding

10 Room 140
North Third Street

11 Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

12 Tuesday, 28 August 1973

13 f' I-

|| Hearing in the above-entitled matter was convened,
i4

pursuant to notice, at 10:00 a.m.
15 j

BEFORE:
16

CHARLES HASKINS, Esq., Chairman, Atomic Safety and'

17 Licensing B7ard.
|

18! MR. GTANLEY LIV 7.NGSTON, Member.
A i

!

19| DR. JOHN LYMAE, Member.
l .

*

20| RALPH S. DECKER, Alternate member.

21 APPEARANCES:

!

22| GEORGE F. TROW 3R:DGE and ERNEST L. " LAKE, Esq., Shaw,

| Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge, 910 17th Street, N. W.

23|
Washington, D. C.; on behalf of Applicant.

24 JOSEPH GALLO, Esq., U. S. Atomic Er.ergy Commission,
ast hee"m.ix.. Washington, D. C.; en behalf of the Regulater2 Staff.
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1 THEODORE A. ADLER, Esq., Pennsylvania Department of

G Justice, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120; on behalf of
2 Intervenor, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

3 LAWRENCE SAGER, Esq., 45 High Street, Pottstown,
Pennsylvania 19464; on behalf of Intervenor, Citizens

4 for a Safe Environment and Environmental Coalition on
Nuclear Power.
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1
P _R _O _C _E .E _D .I N .G S.

2 560 2 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: The hearing will be in order.

Al 1 3 The Board requests that there be no smoking in this room during

Reba 1 4 the cor of this hearing. This is the sccond Prehearing

5 Conference in a proceeding involving an application by three

6 utilities, hatropolitan Edison Company, Jersey Central Power-

7 and Light Company, and Pennsylvania Electric Company, for s
,

8 license to operate the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit I r

9 a pressurized water reactor located in Londonderry Township,
10 Dauphin County, Pennsylvania.

11 A construction permit, CPPR-40, was issued on May 18,

'

12; 1968. The record will show that this conference is convened
;

13 at 10:00 a.m., August 28, 1973, in the Majority Caucus Room,
a

I4 l House of Representatives, Main Capitol Building, Harrisburg,
15 Pennsylvania, pursuant to notice dated August 15, 1973. 38

16 Federal Register 2251.

17j The Atomic Safety and Licensing Board designated to
i

18 | conduct the hearing is the sa:ro Board that sat here in May and,

19 iconsists of on my right, Dr. M. Stanley Livingston, a nuclear

20 iphysicist, and on my left, Dr. John R. Lyman, an oceanographer,
21 and I am Charles A. Haskins, an attorney here in Washington, D.C.

22 Mr. Ralph S. Decker, the alternate technical member

23 of the Board, is also present. The Ccmmission has directed that
24i the hearing should consider two distinct matters: One, whether

eral Reporters. Inc.

25 hin considering those matters covered by Appendix D-10, CFR 50,
a
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A1 1 the Provisional Construction Permit should be centinued, modifiec ,;

Gma 2 r appropriately conditioned.to protect environmantal values,
2

and I emphasize that only environmental issues are concerned
3

in that first matter.4

Two, whether a facility operating license should be
5

issued. For the benefit of members of the public who may be here
6-

this morning, I should point out that the purpose of the prehearing7
.

conference is for the Board to consider, along wich lawyers for
8

9 the parties, such matters as clarification of issues, scheduling

hearing dates, identification of witnesses, and the like.10

The evidentiary hearing which follows at a date later
11

to be announced will receive testimony from witnesses, afford
12

33 an opportunity for cross-examination, and make a comolere record
s I

j4;!upon which the decision by the Board in this cese will uli.im=L=ly
I

15 (be based.
At that time, aise, the Board will entertain communi-

i

cations by persons who wish to make limited appearances, although16!
i

j7 h as far as the Boas ' is now aware, there have been no requests to

18 p|make a limited appearance in this proceeding.
\

* i

19| I shall now call on counsel for tne parties to identidy
I

20|themselves for the record.
First, the Applicant, Metropolitan'

i

21| Edison Company, Jersey Central Power and Light Company, Pennsyl-
i

22 vania Electric Company.
t

23| MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, my name 13 George F.

i

24 h Trowbridge. I am a member of the' Washington law firm of Shaw,

d rai aeporen m.ij
25 '. Pittman , Potts and Trowbridge, and I have previously filed an

i

l 1412 021,
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Al 1 1
appearance.. . With me on my right from my office is Mr. Ernest

S L. Blake.Reba 3 2

CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Thank you. The Regulatory Staff?
3

MR. GALLO: Joseph Gallo, Office of General Counsel,4

5
AEC, Washington, D. C. I am representing Regulatory Staff

6 today.
.

CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Gallo, we are pleased to have
7

.

8 y u with us. We understand there has been a conflict in the

counsel representing the Regulatory Staff, and a conflict in9

' their schedules. The Joint Intervenors?10

MR. SAGER: Lawrence Sager, representing the Citizensjj,

f r a Safe Environment and the Environmental Coalition on Nuclea r
12

f

~l

13 'i Power.
My address is 45 Hich Street, Poitstown, Penn.5ylvania.

|
CHAIPIGl' HASKINS : Coisonwea]Hi of Fannsylvani7.?34;

e

|
' 151 MR. ADLER: I am Theodore Adler, Deputy Attorney

.-

|

16| General, representing the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Depart-
!

17 |
ment of Justice, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. With me is Thomas

Gerusky, Office of Radiological Health, Dapartment or Environ-18

i'

j9| mental Resources.
i

20| CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Ar'e there any other counsel in*

i

21|
the rcom who purport to represent parties in this case? I hear

i

no answer. Are there any persons here this morning who desire22|
i

t make a limited appearance at the evidentiary hearing to folicw?
23

i

I hear no answer.

eeral Recorters sc.||
24

25 1 MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman?
,
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Al 1 1 CHAIPlO.N HASKINS: Yes, Mr. Gallo.

OReba4 2 MR. GALLO: At this time I would lika to move for

3 a continuation of this proceeding. The basis for my motion is

4 that the Board's ruling with respect to the Staff's motion to

5 postpone this proceeding came down on Friday of last week. The

6 Regulatory Staff is not represented today by counsel who is.

7 prepared to proceed. I happen to be an assistant Chief Hearing
.

We have 30 casas in my section, 7 trial lawyers, and a:s8 Counsel.

9 the Board knows, the two trial lawyers assigned to this case

10! are unavailable today. According to the Board's order that set
.

Ili down this date of hearing, the order is dated August 15, and
i

12 we are supposed to take up a number of matters, including the

h 1.3 Intervencr's conditions, identification of witnesses, and 90

d

14i forLh.
|

15 h I am not prepared to deal in detail on these issues
i

16| today, and I don't think it would be appropriate to continue,
!
,

17 because the Regulatory Staff would not have appropriate repre-
4
ti

181 sentation if I were to continue. Therefore, I request a

19 |l! continuance.
i'
|

20j CHAIRMAN HASKINS: We' hear your motion, and I will'

|

21 ; ask for responses from other parties. Do you have in mind!'

0
22| a date certain when you ask for a continuance, or is your

I

I

23 |
motion addressed to a date to be subsequently set?

24: MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, I have in mind a date

Oeral Reoorters. Inc.25] certain, namely September 10th, or any other date. I have come

,

i412 023
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armed today with a number of dates that the Regulatory iAl 1 1

Counsel for the Regulatory Staff will be available. Should
eba 5 2

either the Counsel for any of the parties or the Board itself3

4 find one of these dates in conflict, I am in a position to move

some other date convenient to the parties.5

6 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Very well. We have the motion

7 by the counsel for the Regulatory Staff. Mr. Trowbridge, do you

.

8 care to respond?

9 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes, Mr. Chairman. Let me start

by saying that I think the Chairman at least is aware of the10

11 extensive telephone calls and efforts that have been made to

121 select a date that could accommodate everyone. On our part, we

h and I have personally hcid open three or four !

la! ave indicated.
i

!

14 dates in August, and it unfortunately turned out that the catcs
i which were agreeable to all the parties could not be met Dy15:
|

16| the Board and the Board was unable to accommodate a hearing on
i

17 any of the dates suggested by the parties.

There was then discussions as to whether or not18
.

the prehearing should be postponed until the week, perhaps,19,

20, of the 10th of September. It wa's my view as expressed in numerc us.

u

21 |; conversations with the counsel of the AEC Staff and in conver-
!
>

22| sations constituting a conference call between Staff Counsel
i
: and the Chairman and myself that I did not wish to see a two

23|

ecerol Reoorters. Inc.]24 h week postponement of the proceeding.
25| I had in mind several things, Mr. Chairman.

1

1
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1 It seems to me that the business to be accomplished

el1deba 6 2 today has been in considerable measure simplified by meetings

3 .which Staff Counsel and I have had with Mr. Sager, to a point

4 where we have reached agreement on a number of matters, some of

5 which have been reduced to stipulation, not yet signed by AEC

- 6 Counsel.

7 We have reduced to really only two the contentions
.

8i that we, out of the ten revised contentions submitted by

9 Intervenors, there were only two contentions that were -- and still

10 are -- in dispute.

11 They seem to me quite manageable in scope. Our
,

I

12 position on tnem was made known in meetings with the Staf f Counsel

h 2 nercule n tack13|and.ith"r. Sager,anditdidnotccerOcm2
14 |

for whoever AEC counsel -- for whatever AEC counsel -- might

|-

15| take the place of Mr. Wilchins or Mr. olson, to come with a
i

16! staff position on that, particularly as they could have had
|

I

17| the advice and thinking of Mr. Wilchins and Mr. Olson made
!

18 [!iavailable to them in Washington.
,

I

19I My reason for not wanting to slip another two weeks
1

20 are two-fold. One, I am particularly interested in getting

21 a ruling on the contentions because we have got to prepare
|

22|testimony. Particularly in one of the contentions under
i

23| consideration, the scope of the testimony we have prepared would
!

eeral Recorters, Inc.|24| have been, or could be large, and it would depend on the Board's

251 ruling.

1 1412 02e
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It does take time to do a proper job in preparation
11 1

Thefor a hearing, and this is the time we are trying to seek.eba 7 2

ot her -- my other reason -- for wishing to have the Prehearing
3

take place as promptly as possible, was that I intend at this4

Prehearing Conference to renew a suggestion I made at the
5

earlier Prehearing Conference. I am going to propose to the
- 6

Bcard that because of a slippage in the completion of the AEC's7
.

Staff Safety Review, I am going to renew my suggestion that
8

the environmental phase of the hearing proceed as soon as possib. .e ,
9

and that the radiological phase come on completion of the AEC
10

Staff's review, which I understand will be when the supplement11

to the Staff's Safety Evaluation Report has been issued, perhaps
12

il

13 in early Octohcr. ,

It seems to ma quito possible e.nd quita manageable
14 i

"

to conduct the environmental phase of the hearing. The sup-
15

of the evaluation will have no bearing on the environ-
16 plement

E This Board has an independent responsibility
17 |!! mental issues.j and reach environmental18 | to conduct the environmental review,

- 1

19 decisions.
I

Mr. Chairman, what does this argument have|

MR. GALLO:-

22|

21 to do with my motion?
i

22' CHAIRMAN EASKINS: Mr. Gallo, please be patient.

We are trying to establish whether any purpose will be served23'
i

in continuing this Prchearing Ccnference in accordance with1

24i
detal Reporters Inc.

25 ] your motion.
|!

1 1412 026
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1 MR. GALLO: I apologize, Mr. Chairman.

O Al 1Reba 8 2 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I would like to get it established,

3 if the Board agrees, that we will proceed with the envi onmental

phase of the hearing, hopefully toward the end of September.4

5 This is my second reason for feeling that the Prehearing Conferer ce

6 should go on and not wait until September 10th or later before-

7 these decisions are made.
.

8 CHAIILMAN HASKINS : Mr. Trowbridge, you spoke of

9 contentions which at the present time are ten in number, and

10 if I understand you, you indicated that eight were more or less

II iagreed to, and two were the number to be discussed thic morning.
|

I2I "R. TROWBRIDGE: That is correct.
il

10 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: You Laiked"about a stipulaLica,

14Iperhaps,aninchoatestipulation. Does that stipulation apply
|

15||to the eight
|

issues?
i

16| MR. TROWBRIDGE: No, Mr. Chairman.
|

17 l
h CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I don't want to get into the

!
18; stipulation at this moment, because this argument relates only,

hI9'to the motion. If the stipulation involves something else, we
1-

20 will get to that later.

21 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I plan to express

i

22 jny no objection to eight of the contentions, one with a slight
i

qualification. As we discussed them one by one, we do not23

q
.

24 !have a written stipulation on this matter. We do have an
deral Rt;:cr+ers. Ir:c.,j

25 understanding, and it is known which contentions I am going to
'

i
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Al 1 object to, and those whien I am not,j

Oha 9 CHAIPMAN HASKINS : Do we correctly understand that yot
2

and the Intervenors are more or less in agreement on eight
3

contentions subject to a qualification, which you will express
4

if y u get an opportunity to do so?
5

MR. TROWBRIDGE: That is correct.
6.

CHAIRMAN HASKINS: As far as the Regulatory Staff
7

is concerned, I believe you said they had not signed a stipula-
8

tion. Do you have any indication to them as to their agreement
9

or not with these?10

1 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Without getting into the substance
;j

f this, Mr. Chairm m , just to we are clear, let me explain.
12;

| One of,,,LThere are two stipulations, two written qtipulaticns.
i

b
ja 't hem has to do with tne withdre wl of tha m-iginal 70 contention =.-

in this proceeding. The other has to do with procedural'

15,

.1matters, the introduction of documents that -- it is agreed by a:
16i

1

parties that the final Environmental Statement may be introduced
j7

in evidence in the proceeding without any more formality than
18

||
*

19{
offering it to the Board, for instance.

t

!
These are the two stipulations that were reviewed'

20
!

by Mr. Sager, Mr.Wilchins, and also myself a week or so ago.
21,

So far as I know, they are both in a form satisfactory to allt

22
1 Those are the stipulations that I was talking about.parties.23
| the

24 h Over and above that, we have discussed the contentions ,
etal Reporters. Inc.d I indicated at that time, a week ago,25,i ten revised contentions.

a
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Al 1 and I 4.ndicated it again this morning, to Mr. Sager, the twoj

oa 10 that I would oppose. I think my understanding of the Staff's
2

p sition and Mr. Wilchin's position was that he would agree on
3

the eight contentions that I would agree to. I don't know what
4

his decision would be for certain on the two I oppose.
5

CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Sager, do you care to speak
6-

to Mr. Gallo's motion?7
.

MR. SAGER: Would you just like me to speak to
8

the motion, or do you want me to also speak to Mr. Trowbridge's
9

remarks?
10

CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Well, I am asking you to speak
jj

I

t the motion. If you think it is relevant to make some comment:
12

d
.. i., ton the issues, in order to aid the Board ,in deciding whethar

p
a

ja "to grant tne motion, let your judgmcnt decicc, and if you vander

15 |Ijtoo far afielc, the Board will endeavor to bring you back,
li

MR. SAGER: I have no objection to Mr. Gallo's
16

i

j 7 || motion. I think that justice will be better served in the
:I

18 |' interests of the proceeding, it would be better served if the

j9 |j
i

imatter is continued. There are stipulations that have been

reviewed and gone over concerning documents and so forth, that*

20 i

|
1 understand cannot be submitted at this particular point because

21|
22|oftheStaffCounselthatarehandlingthehearingprocess

i

have to be Regulatory Staff not being present.
23

'i

24 |]
In that regard, I believe that while some business

eeral Reporters, Inc.f,'

25 acan be accomplished, the only tus4. ness that would te able to

1412 029
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Al 1 be accomplished, pursuant at least to the agreement of the partic s
3

G.ca11 concerning stipulation and expediting the proceeding in that
2|

|
i respect.3

I strongly object to any splitting of the hearing
4

process here into an envirvnmental and into a radiological pro-
5

ceeding stage. My understanding of the law and the Calvert
6.

Cliffs decision and the National Environmental Policy Act is
7

.

that the envirenmental stage cannot really be split into the
8

radiological stage and that the environmental report and impact
9 |Istatement mist follow all the way through the proceedings.

10

I think it would be a duplicity of effort in many
11

| regards if we were to split proceedings, and I don't believejp
.I

,that it would expecito the matter. I believe that it would|

3 |d |. and as a mattar of fact I think thei.- ja{ comp 11cate the picture

it might be detrimental and prejudicial to the interests of the
15

I

16| clients that I serve.
!
i With regard to the contentions, if the matter -- if

17 |:we are to continue with the proceeding at this point -- I
18

* y

jpfunderstandthatthepartiesagainastotwoparticularcontentions
i

20| do have positions to state.
I d'o not want to speak for Mr.

Gallo, but I am not sure whether, again, we can properly present
21

all sides and facets of the positions of all parties here,
22

I

because I am not too sure Mr. Gallo can speak for the Regulatoryi

23|
i Staff as to their respective posi ions regarding enose contentic.a'

9.J.<ainwim.inc.j24

25 j that might, or have been indicated to be, matters that are in
:

1412 030
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dispute as to certain issues raised in the conte..tions themselvee .

Al 1 3

In that regard, Mr. Chairman, I believe that thereReba 12 2

is great merit in Mr. Gallo's request for a continuance at this
3

4 point, although if it is deemed necessary, we are ready to pro-

ceed in accordance with the desires of the Board.5

CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Thank you, Mr. Sager.
- 6

The Board announced at i.ha cutset ---7
.

I MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman.
8

CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Just a minute, Mr. Gallo. The
9

Board announced that there will be no smoking in the room during
10

the course of the hearing, and pernaps people have come in since
;j

that time. I reiterate at at this time. Mr. Gallo, you will be
12,

1

Q}s ~ n :Ohh,
.nou.<h-!! heard in due course. \fg] ,-

13
- ~

y
I

ja : Comr6cnwsalth cr Penn::ylvnnia?,.

i

MR. ADLER: While I have no objection to Mr. Gallo's'

15 h

||16 motion, I would like to supplement something Mr. Gallo addressedi

himself to. On Friday, I received a call from the Chairman

17 ]|1|

informing me that the Prehearing Conterence would be held this18 i
.

j9fTuesday. This was the first official notice I received. Neithe r

I

20 |!
I nor anyone else from the Commonwealth ever received a written*

! notice from the Board or from any other branch of the AEC settin y1

21
i

22|
a time and ate for these hearings.

I

! While the Commonwealth is not a party to these
23

i
Il

24 j
proceedings under Section 10 CFR 2.714, we are participating

deral Recorfers. Inc in our scecial capacity as provided for under 2.715 C, and
2c

,

}
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as such would appreciate consideration commensurate with thatAl 1 ;

oba 13 given ther participants in this proceeding. A two-day notice

2

is to say the least prejudicial to the rights of the Commonwealth
3

in this proceeding.
4

In addition, it is prejudicial to those members of'

5

the general public who have an interest in these proceedings.
6.

While it is acknowledged that this is only a Prehearing Con-
7

at which no evidence will be adduced, the right of the.

ference,
8

public to be present at all proceedings before this board should9;
An announcement only two days before then t be infringed.

10
As such,

ihearing makes it difficult for those people to attend.
jj

I request in the future the Board provide adequate notice for
12|

i

n. p all prcceedings of thic nature. .

And I wculd apprecieta written communication of any
14,f

15| and all orders of this Board. With respect to Mr. Trowbridge'si

|

16fsuggestionthatthehearingsbesegmentedintoenvironmental
and

j7handradiologicalphases,IsupportMr. Sager'sstatement,
d

18 f I further feel that any segmenting of thesc hearings would
seriously undermine the continuity and total beneficial effects

,

i

119
I

I of this hearing, or of an evidentiary hearing.'

20,
i I feel the hearing should be segmented in this nature

'

21|

nly when the most time pressing circumstances are present.i

22|
I feel thati I don't feel this is the case here, and as such,

23
! any segmentation would damage the effectiveness of these

24 |
deral Reoer*ers Inc. ,

d hearings.
25

1
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.

CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Adler, when you say you did not
Al 1 ;

receive notice of this Prehearing Conference, are you sayingeba 14 2

you did not receive a copy of the notice the Board issued on3

August 15th, which was published in 38 Federal Register 22251?4

MR. ADLER: That is right.
5

CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I deeply regret that. As you
. 6

the Board does not perform a distribution
7 Probably know,

We file our Order with the Public Proceedings 3 ranch,function.8;

and it is hopefully duly served on all parties and on all
9

persons who have requested to be advised of hearings in these10

I do not have a copy of the certificate
11, licensing proceedings.

!

! of service with me of that particular order, but the Board will
12:

,

13 9 certainly make your point known tc the Public Prncaudings!

,

il
" Branch when .:e retur' to Washington.14
I
! We regret that you did not have tne notice that the

15
Mr. Gallo,Board contemplated, namely, approximately two weeks.16,

#

I was going to call upon you for further comments, but you were
17

18 about to make one anyway. Will you do so?

4-

19|
MR. GALLO: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.I

i

! I would like to make three points. First of all,
'

20

Mr. Trowbridge. points out that in his view, getting prepared
21,

| for this Prehearing would not have been, to use his words,
22'

I would like to point out for this recorda herculean task.

23 'f'|and for tne Board and all parties' information that in our-

9derol Recerters, Inc.
24 9

section we have approximately thirty cases, which include a25'l

3412 033
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Al 1 1 half dozen that are going to litigation right now. Our seven

ba 15 2 lawyers are assigned to these cases. I have a supervisory

3 capacity for a 11 these cases.

4 The Beaver Valley case is in the middle of litigation.

S We are attempting to arrive at a stipulation there under very

. 6 difficult circumstances with members of Mr. Trowbridge's firm,

7 I might add, who are participating in that effort. The Cook case
.

8' is getting close to winding dcwn into a major litigation involving

9 Businessmen for Public Interest and other Midwest Intervenors.

10 We are handling that case. We have just completed

11 the handling of the orders that were issued with the nine BWR's.

12|
I am sure you have read in the trade press with respect to the

1

13 f orders that the RagulaFovy staf f issued as an administrative-

N.
14 |

function derating nine BWR's. Our legal staff handlec that.

|-

15 ; We have before us a novel and difficult appeal filed by Mr.

!
16| Harold Green on behalf of the Intervenors in Maine Yankee. We

i

17f are working on that reply. Mr. Luten, the Board Chairman,
;.

18 in one case, has set that case down for hearing on the 17th of
>

P00R0!118!W1
.

+- =.
'

20| I am lead trial counsel on that case. Normally, a

|
21; supervisor does not assume that role, but again because of our

i

22| short handedness and our lack ot experienced lawyers, I am forced
i

!

23| to do that. In this instance, the Staff is trying to establish

i

24' a regular routine, a continuity of lawyerc for the case. Cur

9ec8 Reperters, tec.;;
25 " lawyers are r.o longer to be considered as funginie items.

1412 034
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Al 1 1 Mr. Wilchins and Mr. Olson have been assigned to this

9.eba15 2 case. They know the case. They met with Mr. Sager on a numbar

3 of occasions. They have built up a relationship with counsel f9r

4 the Applicant, for the State, with Mr. Sager. They know what

5 these stipulations are about. It is fundamental, I think, that

- 6 they represent the Staf f in the finalization of these cases.

7 Secondly, Mr. Chairman, I strongly object to the Board
.

giving any weight to the representations of Mr. Trowbridge as to8

9, what the Staff position is. The Staff simply is not accustomed
i

i

10l to having its interests represented by Applicant's counrel.

11 It is as simple as that. Thirdly, Mr. Trowbridge

12 seems to feel there is some need to rush this case along. I

il
-- **'' *" * the fuel lead date is Ar-i.1. 1974, a day, a wack,""

.

.'l

14 ]two weeks here or there seems to mo not to really make much
ti
Il

15 pdifference, especially if you look at the progress that has
'I

16!|been made in this case by the negotiations between Mr. Wilchins
h

17 y and Mr. Olson vis-a-vis the Intervenors' and the Applicants'
I!

18 t counsel. They have taken complex contentions numbering better
|

*

19 h than fifty, and reduced them to something less than ten.
k '

20| I call that real progress. Mr. Chairman, I renew.

I -

21| my motion.
i

22f CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Trowbridge, do you have
i

!

23 anything further to add?

!
24:i MR. TROWERIDGE: Mr. Chairman, it is difficult to add

S.eral Repor+ers, Inc.]
25 ' much without identifying the cententions that you referred to,

,

1412 035
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Al 1 j and getting out of the argument about them. I still maintain

that it is important and not that much of a Staff problem to2
Reba 17

deal with the resolutions of the contentions in this proceeding.
3

I am disappointeu that documents which -- whatever4

Mr. Gallo says about my representing the Staff's position -- it
5

6|is nevertheless clearly my understanding that 6.*a were going
to come to thi. Prehearing with two stipulations, both of which

7

had been worked out in advance, and it was a matter of typing.
8i

9 Ne agreed to type one, and the AEC Staff Counsel was going to

10 type the other. I have the impression that Mr. Gallo has not

jj sat down with Mr. Wilchins or Mr. 01 son to find out whether or

12 p t there were stipulations, and whether or not they were in
||

n'ag*aamant on them. _ ,

~ il |
_ ja f! I thinh thic would have been a very small ::tep i.v s

i!
15 hake, and as it stands now, Mr. Gallo h.s not talked to Mr.

We will have to take tnem
16| ilchins about them, and so be it.

!

home and send them in to the Board.j7

18 |
But I don't think that it would have been much of a,

||
'

j9 step fcr Mr. Wilchin to convey to Mr. Gallo that there were

20|in fact two stipulations which tN parties had agreed upon-

|

21 jat the meeting a week ago Monday night. As to the question of

|
22|a divided hearing on environmental and radiological, this is

i

23 pne of the questions I would like to have resolved today, and
0

24 p hich I am prepared to talk furtne'r on. I have seen, as I am

was e,cco n. n,e. I
25 sure Mr. Gallo has, a number of split proceedings, that worked

I

\h\2 0%
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Al 1 1 very well, and I do not understand where the prejudice lies.

4..Da18 2 I think what we are going to have to do, if we are to get to the

3 nerits of this motion, is to go down and see which contentions

4 'present a problem.

5 I don't think the basic split of environmental and

. 6- cadiological in itself presents that much of a problom.

7 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Thank you, Mr. Trowbridge.

8 Mr. Sager, anything further on Mr. Gallo's motion?

9 MR. SAGER: No.

10! CHAIRMAN HASKINS: The Commonwealth?

11 MR. ADLER: No, Mr. Chairman.

12 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: The Board will shortly recess

i

13 'and consider the motion in the light cf the re penser ef 'he
|

,

|! '

14 ;other parties. Obviously it is a threshold procedural step
Il

15 bhich must be faced. Before doing so, I will ask my colleagues
i

16 |1f they have any comments on this. Dr. Livingston?

17 MR. LIVINGSTON: No, not until we have had a chance
.!!

18 ho discuss it among us.
,

!

19| CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Dr. Lyman?
I

~

20 DR. LYMAN: Nothing at th s time, Mr. Chairman.

21, MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, may I say one thing
i

22 that ca:ae up during our last conference? You asked me whether

23 :here had been any change on the fuel loading cate on this
'l24 hatter, since the P2ehearing Ccnference that is. We indicated

deral Recor*ers. Inc. i|
25 'at that time that the targeted fuel loading date was rebruary 1st.

a

1412 037
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Al 1 1 As I understand it, the targeted fuel loading

4.uba19 2 date is now March. We filed, as I understand it, -- I think

3 every Imnth with the AEC regional office, our construction

4 completion projectic e latest filing indicates March,.

5 ra % er than Fo,rcary. I don't know where the April 1st date

- 6 C o** '; C frOM.

7 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I beg your pardon. I did not
.

8 understand that last.

9 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I don't know where the April date

10 Mr. Gallo mentioned, -- I don't know where tnat comes from.

1I| I am saying our latest projection is March.

12 p MR. GALLO: I have to yield to Mr. Trowbridge's
1

13 superior knowledge in Lh15 cas6. ~

14 | CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Very well. The Board will take

15 ' a recess for ten minutes. g pgg!
| UUat bNiill 15.

16 (Recess)
4

17 || CHAIRMAN HASKINS: The hearing will now resume.

||
iThe Board has heard and considered the motion by Mr. Gallo,

18;l,

19|counselfortheRegulatoryStaff,thattherebeacontinuance
s

-

,

20 ' of this Prehearing Conference to another date, either September
'

21 10th or some future date convenient to the Board and to all

22fparties.
I

23| The motion will be denied. The Board regrets that

24 Mr. Wilchins, who is the Regulatory Staff counsel assigned to
eral Resorters, Inc. ];

25 this case, and who has been working informally with counsel for

14\2 0 %
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Al 1 the Applicants, and counsel for the Intervenors, is unablej

to be present today, and also that Mr. Olson, who representedba 20 2

the Regulatory Staff at the last Prehearing Conference is like-
3

wise unable to be present today. The Board is further mindful
a

of the many demands made upon all of the lawyers for the
5

Regulatory Staff in other proceedings.6-

Therefore, we shall continue with this Prehearing
7

g,c nference. I would point out that the Commission encourageso

the informality of such proceedings. It attempts to reach
9

agreement insofar as it can be done at prehearing conferences,10

and of course to the extent it cannot be done there becomesjj

I
.

12 |a point when it behooves the Board to resolve the conflicts and
||

;3 ' f r =c tne contentions to allow, disalloy or reword the:-
i
t

jajicunLentionsput tornard by -he partie= in ligi.L vf the di scu sM = .
il

heard at the Prehearing Conference.
15

il It may well be that we will not conclude all the
16 p!

!
business we had contemplated for today. It may well be that

17
n

18 ,it will be necessary to call a second -- call a third Prehearing
,

The last Prehearing Conference, as you recall,I

19|| Conference.
20 |iwas on May 24, over three months'ago. We are now entering the'

I

fourth month of this proceedf.ng, and no date for a hearing has
21

22| yet been set.
i

I I therefore suggest we proceed with the contentions
23!

i

24 L of the Intervenors and the Board is prepared to discuss them
wasworm.sc.j ~or the motion,

25 ] one by one. I would say that had it not been
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I would have called for opening statements, which I will doj

9 now, although perhaps some of that ground has been covered in
2

Reba 21
remarks already made by counsel.

3

I would also say that the Board received informally
4

from Mr. Sager a document which ptrports to be a revision of
5

the ten paragraphs of contentions earlier filed on July 19th.
. 6

I will later call on Mr. Sager to identify the da.fferences, if
7

.

he can readily do so, and if not, the Board will take ancther
8

recess to study the revision.
9

Mr. Trowbridge?
10

MR. GALLO: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.
jj

CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I think Mr. Gallo is eager to
12,

l'cpcak, and since we have ji.ist ruled on hi,s motion, I will ask
I

g
j3

I i
him to go ahead.

14 ,

15| MR. GALLO: I appreciate the patience of the Board,'

16,Mr. Chairman, and it is with some reluctance that I pursue this
b

j7[ matter,butIfeelconstrainedto.makeasecondmotion. At

jc9this time, Mr. Chairman, I would like to move that this Licensing
,

jp| Board void ab initio_this Prehearing Conference on the groundsi

!

20|that the procedures in establishing these Prenearing Conferences
"

violate the Administrative Procedurca Act as set forth in21

U. S. Code annotated Title 5, Seccion 554, and some specifics,
22i

1

subsection (B) ,"in fixing the time and place of hearings, due
23

i

24| regard shall be had for the cenvenient and necessity of the
aeroi uponen. inc!|

25 '. parties or their representatives. "'

j 1412 040
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Al 1 I now move from the Administrative Procedures Act
3

ba 22 t our own rules, Appendix A, of Part 2 in 10 CFR which repeats
2

approximately the same language, Appendix A Roman I, Subparagraph3

4 B, "In fixing the time and place of any cenference including

Prehearing Conferences of any adjourned session of tha evidentiary
5

hearing dun regard shall be had for the convenience and necessity
. 6

7 af the parties. Petitioner for leave to intervene or such

persons, as well as the Board Members."8i
l

1 My grounds and supporting facts for the motion are
9

two. First, the record presentation made by Assistant Attorney
10

General for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in terms of his lack
11

12|of notice and the problems that his office had with notification

f thic Prchcering Ccnference. |p3

ja[ Secondly, my second ground is, I think thr.t it is
t

15 |the situation of establishing Prehearing Conferences ought to be
II

16|done by any Atomic Safety and Licensing Board through a joint
"d17 conference call invo2ving all parties, including states
0

18 participating under 2.715 C. That was not done in this case.'

0
*

19,The Staff's motion dated August 15th indicates that the original
1

date for this date of At' gust 28tti was established thro ~h a-

20
II

21 c nference call between the Intervenors, Applicants' counsel'

||

22 and the Board, but did not include the Regulatory Staff.
i

! I am sorry I do not have a brief on this point so I
23

9

24 |icould be more helpful to the Board, but I do find in notes one
&eral Recor*ers, Inc.?;25 pertinent case on this point indicating that in the case of

\412 04\
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Al 1 Burnham Trucking Company versus the United States found in 216
)

aba 23 Federal Supplement 561, and the indication here is that the
2

pr vision that provides for hearings with due regard for the
3

convenisnce and necessity of the parties means that its
4

scheduling and application for hearing, the convanience of all
5

persons concerned including the Applicant, the agents and the
6.

opposing shippers, and that is the facts of that case, must be7i
|
Iaccorded due recognition.

'

g

I submit, Mr. Chairman, in this instance neither the
9

10,Comm nwealth of Pennsylvania nor the Regulatory Str.ff was accordt d
i
1ldue recognition in establishing this present Prehearing Conferenc e

jj

| I ask for favorable consideration of my motion to void
12hdate.

d
thic Prehearing Conference ab,initio. ,

:|
CHAIRMAN IIASKING : Mr. Gallo, did the uurnham cascja

15 [ involve a Pr hearing Conference?
i

MR. GALLO: The 'aest I can tell, it did not, but I
16

j7[seenodistinctionunderthelawbetweenhearingsandprehearing
Il
conference. I look to Appendix A of our Rules, which say,

18

)"The time and place for setting any conference,
-

including pre-
39 ji

dhearing conference, due' regard,"'and so forth, "shall be given."-

20
1 I must apologize to the Board for not having a brief

21

22 ,to present to the Board on the Burnham case.

CHAIRMAN HASKINS: We have heard Mr. Gallo's motion.
23|

.

tir. Trcubridge?24
Meral Reper'ers, lac,:|

MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, there is a slight
25 ,

correcticn. I believe it is correct that the Board contacted

1412 042
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Al 1 Intervenor's counsel and myself prior to issuing the Noticej

aba 24 of Prehearing en August 28th. It was not a conference call.2

3 I think, Mr. Chairman, that the Board is the only one who can

speak, in the end, as to whether it gave due consideration to thc4

convenience of the parties. I can only say tnat the Board, to
5

my knowledge at least, was aware that there was a conflict in the
. 6

staff counsel's schedule when the August 28th date was ordered,7
'

if f r no other reason that I so informed them of it myself.
8

Certainly tne Board has given consideration to
9

Staff's motion to reschedule the August 28th date, and the
10

jj August 28th schedule and that motion were the subject of a

iconference call which included Mr. Wilenins and myself, during
12 6

I
,

n';which, however, the Board indicated that,they had not been able
' {I incontactwithMr.Gagartoinclucchiminchecenicrence|
ja "to get

i
! call.

'

15

CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I may say with respect to that16i
!

j7| conference call, Mr. Trowbridge, do you have the date of that
:

ib18 i efore you?
-

I
j9| MR. ADLER: I believe it was last Thursday evening,

i

! CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I believe it was Thursday,-

20
I

|

August 23rd, the Chairman would like to state that after
21

22 concluding the coversation with you and Mr. Wilchins, he then

called Mr. Sager. Mr. Sa.ger expressed the position that he23
t

24| would acquiesce to a continuance of the prehearing frCm August
9erol Reporters. Inc.

25 28th to a subsequent date. So I do not believe there is any

au m
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Al 1 1 inference that the Intervenors were not -- were not consulted.

eba 25 2 MR. SAGER: I thi'nk the Intervenors were notified.

3 CHAIRMAN EASKINS: Mr. Sager, do you care to speak

4 to Mr. Gallo's second motion?

5 MR. SAGER: No, I have no comment.

6 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
,

7 MR. ADLER: What I said earlier again goes to the

8| heart of Mr. Gallo's motion. I would also say that the Common-

9 wealth has never been party to any of these conference calls.

10 We have never been called, or invited to be part of these

11 conference calls. I have never received any information that

12,the conference calls were even taking place until they had alreat y
I

tr. ken olace. l

n. . "I
.

.

, i

14i As such, I have to support Mr. Fallo's motion.
|

15| CHAIRMAN EASKINS: Thank you.
!'

16| MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, I would like to add one
i
i

17 gremark to explain further how I feel that the staff has not
D
s

18 |been given due recognition. I refer specifically to the
-

4
19||second paragraph of our motion filed with this Board on the 15th

i
1

20j of August. In that second parag'raph, it is indicated that-

|

21| after discussions with counsel for the Applicant and the Inter-
t

I

22 |tvenors, the August 28th date was established. Whatever the
i
|

23|
reasons are, the Staff was not consulted at that t1=e.

| -

24i, Now with that foundation, I would like to point out

Gd?rcl Repor+ars, IPC.e

25 ]to the Board this, that initially when everybody sits aroune

)h\ |
|
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Al 1 1 the table, or the phone, as it might be, everybody is on equal

2i ooting in terms of establishing a reasonable date to hold thefeb a26

3 Prehearing Conference or hearing.

4 Once the Board rules, tne party not being able to

5 participate in the first instance, namely the Regulatory Staff,

. 6 now faces a burden to overcome a ruling of the Boara that has

7|already been established, instead of being on equal footing
t-

I
8 aith all parties, the Staff now has to show why that date should

9 be changed.

10 It is a significant difference, Mr. Chairman, and

11 that is what happened in this case, and that bottoms my request

12 for this motion.
||

'

13 !I CHAIPiAN HASKINS: Very well. . Are there a.ny further
il -

914 ' comments by any party on Mr. Gallo's motion, which is now pendinc
il-

15 before tnis Board?
I

16f (Pause)
I

17' CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Gallo, the Board has heard you:

18 second motion in which you asked that the Board void this
3
!

i
I19 second preherring conference ab initio on the grounds of lack

h

20||of proper notice.
-

!.

|
21| MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, I am sorry. Not proper

|

22| notice, but lack of consideration for tne interests of all
|

|

23 parties. I am sorry I interrupted you,

i

Gdetal R*oor'ers, Inc.;24| CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I am glad you did, because I

25.; thought your argument was that there was not proper notice

faccordingtotheAdministrativeProcedurasAct and according

1412 045
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Al 1 1 to Appendix A of the Commission's regulations. If I have mis-

ba 27 2 understood you, please clarify the point.

3 MR. GALLO: I surely will, Mr. Chairman. I am

4 looking now at Appendix A. The language I am talking about had

5 nothing to do with notice. Obviously, the Bcarc's order

. 6 establishing the 28th as a prehearing conference date which was

7Iissued on the 15th, the Staff has no quarrel with in terms of
I

8 the notice being adequate.

9 It is the question of as the APA provides in our

10 own rules provide that in fixing a time and place due regard

11 shall be had for the convenience and necessity of the parties.

I

i12 Petitioners for leave to intervene, or representatives of such
I

la rersons, as well as the Pocrd Monberc, and it is c't. that point

la :that the Staff believes the Board has not given due regard to the

15 , convenience and necessity of the parties in fixing this time and

16 || place for this Prehearing Conference.
!

17, The parties being the Regulatory Staff themselves,

4

18 [for the reasons I have explained, and the Commonwealtn of
-

19 | Pennsylvania, for the reasons the Assistant Attorney General
l'
ik

20 jnas explained.
-

'

il

21 I CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Pennsylvania may speak for
i
i

22 ||itself . My understanding of their argument was that tney had

h
23 |not had sufficient notice. I didn't realize that they were

h

P24 eaking an argument with regard to convenience, and I will ask
6deral Reporters, Inc.

25 Mr. Adler to ccament on that in a minute.

TA12 046
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Al 1 1 But then perhaps I may restate the Board's under-

eba 28 2 standing of your motion, nam ~ely, the reason you wish to have this
I

3 Prehearing Conference voided ab initio relates not to lack of

proper notice, or lack of adequate notice, but because of lack4

5 on the Board's part of due regard to the convenience and

- 6 necessity of the parties, and in particular the counsel for the

7 Regulatory Staff.
.

8 MR. GALLO: Well, the Regulatory Staff as represented

9 by counsel, yes, sir, that is correct.

10 CIIAIPliAN HASKINS : Thank you. Mr. Adler?

11' MR. ADLER: I think the failure of notice clearly

12 lindicates what Mr. Gallo has characterized, the lack of considerz -

d

13ftien er di: regard. I think that the faOttra nf notdee inclicatee,

il

14 f
to the Commonwealth that they have been inadequately considered,

1

15 f and for all practical purposes disregarded.

16| MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, I think the distinction

|dhere is that apparently tne Commonwealth did not receive the
17 [II
18fnotice of prehearing, which of course the Staff did. As far as

!)
*

!

19 0|the Staff's situation is concerned, I reiterate that the
i

i
-

20! establishment of this date on August 14th without participation.

|
,

21 [by the Staff put the Staff in a position of an uphill climb to
22 get the date changed whien we were unsuccessful on. That, I

'
s

23 | ar arguing, constitutes the lack of due consideration #ce the
,I .

24 bconvenience and necessity of the Regulatory Staff.
92derci Reor*ers, fac.;|

25 9 CIIAIP2AN HASKINS : The Board has received Mr. Gallo's

1412 047 ,
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second motion as previously characterized, and the motion willAl 1 i

ba 29 2 be denied.

3
Mr. Gallo, I would like to proceed accordingly to

4 have opening statements from the parties, and I don't mean
I

to be facetious, but if you have other precedure motions in5

- 6 mind, perhaps you had better bring them forward at this time.

71 MR. GALLO: I beg your pardon, Mr. Chairman. I

.

8 didn't hear you.

9 CHAIRMAN EASKINS: I said I am about to call on

10 1 parties to make opening statements. If you have other procedural
|11 ' motions wnich should come before that part of this Prehearing

12 Conference, I call upon you now to make them.
b

13 !i MR. GALLO: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate
H
!!

14,the consideration. Indeed I do have one last motion. In light
f
!

15 of the Board's ruling I would request the Board to recess this'

|

J16t Prehearing Conference and I stress the word " recess". I move thc
i

Board to recess this Prehearing Conference and to refer the lega217

0
18jissueIhavejustraisedforaprcmpt ruling to the Atomic

,

i

19| Safety and Licensing Appeal Board.
l

.

l

20|
The authority for such action is found in 2.730-.

6

Subparagraph F of 10 CFR part 2, which provides "when in tne21
1

22' judgment of a presiding officer prompt decision is necessary

23 ' to prevent detriment to the public interest or unusual deley,[
i

24 0the presiding officer may refer the ruling prcmptly to the
4ero! Recorters, tec.]

25"Cc==issicn and notify the parties" et cetera,. et cetera.
,

1412 048
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Al 1 My argument on the basis -- is to provide a foundatiori

aa 30 to the detriment of the public interest and unnecessary delay
2

and expense, is this, that if the Staff is right that the APA3,

has been violated in establishing this particular Prehearing4

Conference, and any action taken here an a consequence is also5

void, and rather than to attempt to reach agreement on con-6-

tentions and set schedules and whatever other business might be
7

.

8 done here, I think it would be the proper course to recess

and refer this to the Appeal Board for a prcmpt decision.9

10 Thank you.

11 Mr. Trowbridge, the citation is 2.730, Subparagraph

12 F.

CHAIRMAN HASKINS: The Board 6, rill next call upon the
13

14 ] Applicants to respond ec the motion cf tnc neguletcry rtnff.
If Mr. Trowbridge needs some minutes to read the regulation,'

15,
i

16; the Board will indulge him.

!

18 Chairman.
,

19| (Pause)
I

' '

20 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I will address myself

21 to Section 2730(F), which sharts off with, and I think this is

22| the basic proposition of the regulation, "That no interlocutcry
|
|

23| appeal may be taken to the Commission for a ruling of the
!

Geral Reoorters, Inc.24 f
presiding of fice.r. " That is the basic rule of procedure.

25 There is, however, prevision that only in the judement of the

1 H12 049
1
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presiding officer, and this is a discretionary matter with
1

G this Board, whether or not to refer a ruling to the Commission
2

r '.o the Appeal Board for review. This is a discretion to be
3

exercised by the presiding officer or by this Board only when4

it finds that prompt decision is necessary to prevent detriment
5

to the public interest or unusual delay or expense, and I do6-

not -- I have missed scmething in Mr. Gallo's argument as to
7

. where the detriment to the public interest or unusual delay
8

or expense is involved in proceeding with the ruling as it standa.
9

I simply do not see these ingredients involved in the
10

Board's ruling.
11

CHAIR!'AN HASKINS : Mr. Sager, do you have any
12i

1
ocomment?13
!)

MR. SAGER: T+s. I L+11+v+ that thin nmrd shmid
9j

i

15| certify this question to the Appeal Board under Section 2.30
\

16
(F), for the following reasons: I believe that there will be

j7 , unnecessary delay and the public interest will be prejudiced!

!!

13 |l1by proceeding further in this matter without the opportunity
i

I |
of the Staff Members that have been so instrumental in this19;

% 20 proceeding up to date, especially with reference to proposed

" stipulations and procedures as to matters of importance and21 i
i

22| relevance in this case, I believe that there would be undue
|

23{ delay if it is later found that because of a lack of notice or
i

24| opportunity to participate, certain procedures ware developec
eeral Reporters, Inc.

that would later affect the positions of tne parties.
25 l

.
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Al 1 i Furthermore, with due respect to the Board, I believe

aba 32 2 that where the question is one of the judgment of the presiding

3 afficer, I believe that it is only proper and appropriate

4 there be an appellate review, and I believe that in c.his case

S bhat review certainly should be had through the Appeal Board.

- 6 The question and the issue as I understand it is

7 whether under these circumstances the appropriate judgment of
.

8 phe Board should not be reversed, and that the Staff and the

!
9 bther members of the public who represent the public, namely

10 The Commonwealth, be given an opportunity fully to participate

11 |in the proceeding at a date and a time convenient to all parties,
||
h

12 when all representativos will be present.
||

13 |! T balia"e thet that j;dp.::: :htuld ne :: nrny
||

14 oc reviewec cecause it is a very, very. important question con-
||

- o
15 cerning the due processes and rights of all citizens, and the

i

16 fublic interest in that regard is certainly involved, and we,
17 too, would join in the motion to certify this question to the

d
18 Appeal Board.

.

19 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, through all of this,
.

* 20p: have not heard ---
1

21| CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Trowbridge, I am going to
i

22stop you for just a minute. I would like to hear from the

l|
23 ommonwealth, and we can go around again. Mr. Adler?C

OJeral Reper'ert, tec.d
24 q MR. ADLER: I endorse what Mr. Gallo and Mr. Sager

25are saying, and I would like to add that I think this is un

1 1412 151
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Al 1 important matter to consider, because I think the Appeal Boardj

aa 33 2 should determine what constitutos adequate consideration with

3 respect to notice in a proceeding of this kind. I would support

4 Mr. Gallo's motion to certify to the Appeals Board.

5 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Thank you. Mr. Trowbridge?

. 6 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Let me make clear, Mr. C hairman,

7 Mr. Gallo's motion involved two ingradients, one of which has
"

,not been -- one of which has not been discussed. The first8

9 ingredient was to recess this Prehearing Conference. The seconc

10 ingredient was to certify the question to the Board, the Appeals

ij Board. Obviously, the effects of a recess would undo the other

!two rulings the Board has already made on a continuation of this12

1, hearina. j

||
14 I have not hc rd :nc identirication of where Lhio

i

15 [ prejudice lies in proceeding with the Board's ruling without
I!

16hanappellatereview. We are here, in my view, to accomplish

||
17;isome rather limited objectives. The main one, as far as

J

18 ]lI am concerned, is on the ruling, the Board ruling on two
p,

19 contentions which have been available to the parties for sometime,

|

20|i|and which grow out of contentions which have been available
-

! now for approximately one year.21
I
i

22| I think it is quite in order for the Board to
|

23 proceed with rulings on these two contentions, and I don't think
i

24 o that either deficiencies in notice to the state or the fact that

erol Reporters. Inc.
25 Mr. Gallo has now had to replace Mr. Wilchins makes this a matte"
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of such transcending importance as to require this Board toAl 1 1

ba 34 2 ask for a ruling, or a review of its ruling, on a procedural

3 item.

4 MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman?

CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Gallo. l
5

6 MR. GALLO: I would like to make two or three
.

' remarks. First I have noticed that my brethren have referred7

t certification. In the term of the art, I don' t think certifi--*

8

9| cation is appropriate here. Under the Commission's rules,

if the Board refuses to rule on a motion, it may certify the10

ij matter for further review. On the other hand, if tne Board

12!
rules, as it has done in this case, it may then in its discretion

n .undar 2.720 (7) refer the matter. So we are dea).ing here with g

;4 |:|n
!

rafarar.a, cathar :han a cartificati.n.'

15| Now 2.730, Subparagraph (F), mentions the Commission,
i
I
l

16 hmakes reference to the Commission. For the Board's informats.on ,

'l

17 that paragraph has been provided for in the Rules of Practice
a

18 so that the Appeal Board in the first instance can make that
d'

19 q ruling, and that is found, the authority for that statement is
.

20 found in 2.785, Subparagraph (B); which quite clearly indicates-

that it is the Appeal Board which is vested with the authority21
1

22| to exercise the functions as provided for in 2.730.
|

23: Finally, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Trowbridge, I think,

i
24 [ misses the point here. If the Bodrd were to refer this matter

Geral Reper'ers.1-*.25 j and still hold this Prehearing Conference, it woulc moot the
i

1412 053
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Al 1 3
ahole 'pttrpose of my reference. I think if the 3oard rules

2 favorably, it has no alternative except to rece ss the Prehearingca.35

3 Conference. Mr. Trowbridge talks about contentions we have had

4 for a year. Mr. Sager just put on my desk a paper entitled

" Revised Contentions." I assume if I had the year's backgroundS

. 6 on this, I could figure this out quickly. -

7 This is why it is so important that Regulatory Staff

'

Counsel be here.8

9 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I now wish to comment

10 fur'.hcr on Mr. Gallo's new set of revised contentions. I am

11 afraid I don't know whether Mr. Gallo talked with Mr. Wilchins

12 and Mr. Olson or whether he didn't, or whether he decided

13 ne would not so that he cottJ d cott.e to this proceeding unarmed
||14:with any knowledge of what hac been going on.

MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, I object to that. We*

15 |i
16||have tried to conduct this thing.

We have differing points of
'

17 view, and there is no need for insult in this proceeding. I

i

18 object to that.

u-

19 |||
MR. TROWBRIDGE: This is not an insult.

|
20i MR. GALLO: I would like a ruling. and I would like-

h
I

21,his remarks stricken from the record, Mr. Chairman.

22 i CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Now, gentlemen, we are not
i
I

23 |,here to speculate on what conferences have taken place between
:

24 gone counsel and another counsel representing one party. Mr.

trol Reoorters, lee.!!

25 ?Trowbridge, you have earlier alluded to the oppcrtunity for
-|

0 1412 054
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Al 1 1 consultation. Mr. Gallo has referred to the great press of the

ba 36 2 Regulatory Staff. Counsel's business in other hearings, the fact

3 that he has only seven attorneys available to try cases and

4 the like.

I don't think any useful purpose will be served in
5

. 6 disposing of this matter to say any more on that subject. If

7 'you have any further comments, please go ahead within thosc
.

8, general guidelines.

9 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, the Board has made

i

10|
a ruling, and Staff Counsel wishes essentially to undo the

i

11j ruling, not by just having the ruling referred to the Appeal
I

12!
Board for review, which I think is an unnecessary item, but

il
13 haccomennicd by a motion to recccc thic Prehearing Conference.

b
A con't see Liial Lhs recessing of this Frchcaring

14 [
I

Conference is in any sense necessary to a review of the rulingi

15;

16! if the Board were to decide that the matter warranted a referral
,

i

17 p to the Appeal Board.
4

18 l CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Sager?
'i-

q

19 (I MR. SAGER: Mr. Chairman, I am concerned for the
i

! Intervenor's position in the event that we go ahead here. As~

20

21i I fully understand, the Staff cannot participate in any.

i
I

22|stipulationoranyagreementsthatweestablishedwithMr.
I23h Wilchins and Mr. Olson before, because Mr. Gallo does not know

their24 4 about them, nor is he prepared at this point to precent
e.rai R,oor,,, . inc.y

25 ' position.

1412 055
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Al 1 1

Therefore, I am concerned about our preparation on

aa 37 2' the Intervenor's side in presenting the revised contentions,

3 and the dispositien that might be had by this Board when all

4 parties do not agree as to the particulars of the contentions

5 involved.

6 Indeed, I think the Intervenor's position might
.

7 well be prejudiced by the Board not fully being apprised of the
,

8 Staff's position concerning all contentions in that respect,

9 and the agreements that we have had so that our issues, our

10 contentions, our rights, are preserved on this record. Without

11.that, Mr. Chairman, as I indicated before, I see great difficulty

12 q n proceeding with this Prehearing Conference, and I am veryi

k
13 nmuch concerned for the rights of my clients, and possible !

li

14 prejudice to my client'c rigntc, becaucc all pccitiene are nec
s

15 h| fully and properly reflected on this record.
i

16 |
I do not believe that it is appropriate or proper

i
17 qthat I state for the record what I believe tne Staff had

b18., agreed to and understood, and acknowledged, nor do I Delieve
i

*

19 that it would be prcper for the Applicant to do so, and I

20 understand that there is nobody on behalf of the Staff here~

21 that can do that.
1

I

22| I foresee great difficulty then and possible
i

i

23 |iprejudice to my client's position in that respect.
I

g 24; CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Than'k you.
reral Repor+ers. Inc. ',;

425 Mr. Sager?
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Al 1 1 We have heard the motion, and we have heard comments

oa 38 2 from the parties. We have heard further argument in favor of

- 3 the motion, and we have heard further comments. The Board is

4 prepared to rule on Mr. Gallo's third motion.

5 Certainly the Regulatory Staff is fully within its

6 rights to move that this Board refer any issue to the Commission.

7 or to the Appeal Board if it falls within the ambit of Section
.

8 2.730(F) and indeed if this motion were to be granted, it would

9 follow of necessity that a recess would have to be declared at

10 this moment..

11 How long it would take for the Appeal Board to proces u

12 this interlocutory appeal would be a matter of conjecture,

13!|but surely it micht ucil run to the 10th.o# September, in which
!i

14 case the appeal might became moot.
a.

15 g In any event, the Board denies Mr. Gallo's third
!

16i motion.
I

'

17i, Mr. Trowbridge, do you.have an opening statement?
O

18 1 MR. TROWBRIDGE: No, Mr. Chairman, I have no planned
- 4

.

19| opening s''atement. I was going to say that -- well, let me
I

!.

20| say this. I came to this Prehearing hopidg for the resolution
i
|

211 of -- well, that we would acccmplish three matters. One, the

!

22| introduction of stipulations, which is no longer possible.
I

l

23| I hope these can be, however, reviewed by AEC
i

24 |i staff counsel, and submitted to the Board in writing af ter
4rol Reporters. Inc.

25 | this Prehearing Conference.

1412 057
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Al 1 1 The second item, as the Board is already well aware

cha 39 2 of, is the disposition of the ten revised contentions, and

3 the last item will be the question of scheduling of the hearing

4 and whether or not we have a separate environmental hearing.

5 I would suggest that we proceed, Mr. Chairman, with Mr. Sager's

. 6 identification of the revisions in the document that you have

7 in the revised contentions and to 'he censideration of thosec

.

8| contentions one by one.

end 1 9
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2560 1 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Sager, do you have any further

6dhl 2 remarks to make at this time?

3 MR. SAGER: No.

4 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Adler?

5 MR ADLER: Yes, I just have two remarks. In the fir st

. 6 place, I would just like to note again that I feel the rights of

7 the Commonwealth have been prejudiced in this matter due to the
.

8 lack of notice.

9 Secondly, If we are going to sit here today and discu ss

10 these revised contentions --

11| CHAIRMAN EASKINS: Just a minute, Mr. Adler. The

i

12! revised contcntions, what is the date of your revised contention 3?
i!
nl

13 1 MR. ADL"R: Mr. Sacer's revised contentions , iTulv.
h 1
11 I

i4 i cualumna nada1Nd: vuly 1st j

i

15j MR. ADLER: Revised contentions cf July 19.
il

16 h CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Very well. Some cf these contentions
I
t

!

17 ]! I have seen for the first time this morning, and it is going to
!

18 : be difficult for me to adecuately comment on them. I would just

\
'

19| like to have that noted so that for future discussion, my

'

20; comments are going to have to be limited.
I

21 Mr. Sager, if you wish time for a conference, we will
i

22i declare a recess. Otherwise, I would like to continue with the

|

23(hearing.
s .

24 || MR. SAGER: I believe that we concluded what we were

aeret Recertea : e.]
25 ' discussing. Thank you.

i
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I CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Adler, I have a copy of the

Wh2 2 revised contentions dated July 19, 1973 from the office of Sager

3 and Sager, and it is accompanied by a certificate of service in
4 which it states that it has been served upon persons on the

5 attached services, and that certificate is signed July 19, 1973

. 6 by Lawrence Sager, and on that service list, I find the name of
7 Mr. Frank R. Clokey, special assistant attorney general.

.

O So, I assume that Mr. Sager made due effort to

9 serve it on the Commonwealth, and if it didn't reach you, I regr et

10 the failure of communication.

11| MR. ADLER: Right. I understand that, and we have had

12
jsome failures here, but I just wanted to point this out to the

1.1 !!|| Board that unis is the first time I isave~ meen i.1:1=, i.his maraing.-

11

" CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Very well.
1-

15 t The Board has in mind going through the revised
j

16 |'contentions, seriatim, with a view toward determining whether

I7 they are environmental in nature, whether they constitute health
IO and safety issues, or perhaps ecually important, to clarify precisc

.

!19' ly what the contentions mean.
.

*

20 Counsel for the intervenors tabled a piece of paper

21 this morning which bears no date, and which is entitled " Revised
i

22' Contentions." Mr. Gallo says he has not had opportunity to

23 study them, the Board certainly has not, either.
24

deral Reoovers, ine.[ MR. SAGER: Mr. Chairman, may I explain what that
'

g
25 * paper reflects in order to expedite possible consideration?

,

'l
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dh3 1 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Please do so, Mr. Sager.

G 2 MR. SAGER: I believe it was Monday, August 20, that

3 the staff, Mr. Wilchins, Mr. Olson, Mr. Trowbridge and Mr. Blake

4 met with me, in preparation for the prehearing conference of

5 today, and we went through the revised contentions that we filed

- 6 on July 19 that has been referred to.

7 In an effort to obtain certain agreement, the parties
.

8 there came up with a certain additional wording as to each

9 contention -- well, shouldn't say as to each contention, because

10 from my notes, it reflects Contentions 3, 5, 6, 7, and 10.

11 Instead of going through and reading the wording, as

12, I intended to do, the additional wording as to each contention
I

13 go the omryisoMy emM writ + it down on.that July -- on thoGa
1:

14 | revisec, July 19 contentions that we Had filed, we thought it

15 would be better, and by that I mean the Applicant and the Staff,
i
i

16i we felt it would be better if we retyped everything so that'

!

17 |
there would be the full wording that was discussed at that

I

!

,
18, particular meeting.

I

19! In that respect, Mr. Chairman, and Members of the
i
I.

20| Board, the revised contentions of July 19 are what is before
| -

21| the Board with the additional addendums in order to effectuate
!

22i what we thought were the agreements that we could present to
|

|

23| the Board today concerning those revised contentions, and I
h

24il understand we cannot now proceed with those agreements.
9Jeral Reoorters. Inc.y

25 | Nev, the intervenor does have a problem with a certai n

.
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I statement that you have made, Mr. Chairman, and I don't want to

edh4 2 get a false impression.

3 Then, if I may, I would like to know why we are

di categorizing environmental and safety and radiological issues.

5 Is it for the purpose of splitting the hearings?

. 6 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Well, Mr. . Sager, as I said at the

7 outset, there are two issues before this Board. One concerns
.

8 the construction permit and the second concerns the cperating

9 license. These issues were denominated by the Commission in

10 its original order initiating this proceeding. In that order,

11 they set aside the construction permit or any modification there af

I

12| as involving solely environmental issues.

M[ MR. SAGER: Yes. -

!!
I4| CHAIRMAN EASKINS: So there is a natural division of

I
i

15 ' the issues before this Board into two parts. Now, it may well
I

i

16; be that an environmental issue pertinent to the construction
|

17 j| permit is equally pertinent to the operating license. I think

l
18 we will develop that as we go along.

,

i

19' I think before we get to that point, we must decidei

i
i -

20| what the contentions are and have them phrased in a specific
'

i
|

21 and understandable manner.
j'

MR. SAGER: In that respect, it is the intervenor's22j

23 | position that all the environnental contentions do apply to bott;

i
-

t

24 !
the construction facet, but more importantly, to the operating

9wal Reconm. \ee.t|25 ] license issues, and all the environmental issues dc ; then, equal l;

] 1412 002
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dh5 1 apply to the question as to whether the operating license

G 2 should be granted as well as the radiological and safety

3 issues, and it is in that framework that our contentions have

4 becn set forth.

5 CHAIRMAN EASKINS: We understand your position fully,

- 6 and you will certainly be entitled to argue as we go through

7 these as to whether one is purely environmental health and
.

8 safety, or a mixture of both, and I am sure the other parties

9 will have positions on those issues as well.

10 MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman? (g

11 CHAIRMAN RASKINS: Yes, Mr. Gallo.

MR. GALLO: I wonder if I could clarify the posture

12|d
wa ne p? ~ mA i nu W H: iba13 E of the regulatory ata n vi rma

Il
!'

14 y prehearing conference.
il-

Mr. Trowbridge's insinuations to the contrary
15 j|i'

t
16 ' notwithstanding , I have talked to Mr. Wilchins and Mr. Olson.

I
17 To the extent I can, I will participate and try to contribute

i

'

18 4 to this proceeding. Where I believe I have reached an element
F
l

19 Y that my unf amiliarity with the case is such that I don't
i
i .

20 believe it would be appropriate on my client's behalf to offer
.

|
21j a viewpoint, I will ask the Board's indulgence to allow the

!

22 ! staf f to permit its pcsition en that issue in writing.
I

|

23t With that, I am prepared to proceed, Mr. Chairman.
|

24 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Thank you, Mr. Gallo. That is

6ero! Reoorters, Inc.
25 j a very helpful attitude. Many of these problers are matters of-

o
I
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.

Idh6 wording which any lawyer with your AEC experience can overcome

O 2 without great preparation. Some of them are matters of syntax

3 that require no technical or legal training at all.

4 MR. GALLO: I am not sure but that you give me more

5, credit than I deserve, Mr. Chairman.

, 6 MR. SAGER: Shall I proceed with the contentions?

7
| CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I think the Board will proceed wit 1

.

8
! the contentions and perhaps have a comment en each one and then

9 ask various questions and then ask you, Mr. Sager, to speak, and

10 we will also hear comments from the other parties.

Il Let me ask you this: Will it be possible for you to

12 tell the hearing what the differences are when you come to

I3 Contention 3 as Let. ween youc July 15 suMuissica and yout'

I4 l present document?

15 MR. SAGER: Yes, Mr. Chairman, l

i
16

! CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Let me ask you further, when you

I7 | say you made some changes, are these editorial in nature, or
0

I8|aretheresubstantivechanges,orhaveyourpurportedtoadd,
,

ti

l9Nadditionalcontentionstoyouroriginallist?
I

20I~

i MR. SAGER: I guess Mr. Trowbridge can characterize
|.

2I| it as well as I can, to the point that I might not present it
!!

22 | properly, I would ask him to also reflect upon the question,
23 if possible.

i

24 h Not all the wording is mine. Scme of it is to clarify
9 eat Rnenm sne.y

25 ~ the meaning of the contention, and much of it is to limit the
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dh7 1 contention in scope where applicable, and some of it is to mske

G 2 the intention more particula'r.

3 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: When you say not all the wording is

4 yours, Mr. Sager, I would point out that you have signed the

5 document. Perhaps suggestions have been made by the applicants

6 or the other parties, but I assume in presenting a signed copy.

7 to the Board, you adopt the language that appears above your
I

*

81 signature.

9 MR. SAGER: Certainly, with the understanding, also,

10 that my adopting some of the words that there would not be any

11 objection to the contention.

12 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: We understand.

I

13 h Mr. Troubrideo, are /ou prepared to croceed with
q

- .

.

14 I these contentions at this stege?

15 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

16i CHAIRMAN HASKINS: We will look at Contention Number 1,

t

17 which deals with fuel densification, and I might say that the

i'
18 ij Board, in reviewing these contentions found that although they

i

19 |9i|are characterized as contentions, they aren't contentions as
I

~
-

20 we understand 2.14.

21|
In other words, many of them are declarative

1

22 || statements, rather than placing a question in issue with
l
i

| arguments to be had on both sides. With that intr: duction,23

~

i
r. Sager, do you care to say anything about Contention Number ?

9eral Reporters. Inc.
24 M

25 ] MR. SAGER: There has not been any revision in the

d
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h8 I wording of the contention. I did not understand it to be an

2 objectionable contention by the Staff and by the Applicant.

3 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Trowbridge?

4 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, we do not abject to

5 Contention 1. I would like to say one or two things which I

6 think will bear on other contentions. In the first place, in-

7 considering the contentions, my primary concern, apart from
.

8 eliminating matters which I do not think belong within the scope

9 of this hearing, has been to see that I had a contention on whic a

10 I could reasonably prepare testimony, where I had some bound to

II it, and where there was enough specificity to the contention tha t

12 I thought we could compare adequately, Without undue burden, for
i

13 the henring. -

h

141 Now, I recognize -- I would like to make one point.
,

|-

15 I pointed out to Mr. Sager that some of the contentions are
i

16| worded somewhat differently than the contentions I am used to.
i

17 I will take the first sentence, "The facility should not be

:

18 [ operated at levels which would cause unsafe conditions as a.

i

19! result of fuel densification."
.

20 The way I read that, it is that it is a contention

21 that this facility is operated at the levels proposed, that it
i

22| would cause unsafe conditions as a result of fuel densification.
I
I

23| That is a translation I have had to make with respect to many
!

!

4eroi R.oor,.rs. incj
24 ! sentences. It would be true with respect to the second and third

25 | sentences in that centcntion.
i
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dh9 I It is a contention by implication, if you like, that

G 2' we do not meet the ,ta+.ed objectives for adequate protection of

3 the public health and safety in c is instance.

4 I don't have trouble preparing material on that

5 subject simply because the sentences are declaratory rather than

6 -- with the implication that we do not or may not meet these cri -
.

7 teria or objectives, and I therefore interpose no objection to
.

8 the contentions based on the form of the statements.

9 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Gallo?

10 MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, in my discussions with Mr.

11 Wilchins, it is my understanding that a number of disc'assions

12! were had informally among the parties. The Regulatory Staff
I

13 h had m .de av?.ilnble to ".r. Sager s n"-ker of technical memb0r cf'e

a l
14 { the Staf f to discuss various issues raised by Mr. Sager in his
15 '!

!
original petition to intervene.

||i|

16 ||| As a result of those discussions, certain contentions

b
17 were dropped. Otiters were not pursued for whatever the reasons.

d

18 h| It is my understanding that as a result of those negotiations,|
*

19|| these ten contentions represent the final synthesis, a sort cf
I

I
*

20| cuid pro cuo for the discussions.

| .

21 Based on that, I am informed by Mr. Wilchins that the

22'4staff has no objection to Contention Number 1. We are prepared

23 (4
to litigate it, and under these circumstances, we don't believe

9eral Recor'ers, Inc.q
24 that any arguments about meeting the test under 2.714 is approp-

25 l riate in this case.
1 1412 M7
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dh10 1 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Thank you.

2 Mr. Adler?

3 MR. ADLER: I have no comments on this contention.

4 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I would like to ask the parties

S whether or not this is a health and safety issue.

. 6 Mr. Sager?

7 MR. SAGER: Well, it has health and safety and
.

8 environmental aspects to it. The monitoring certainly has an

9 environmental aspect to it. The question of the radiological
I

10 effluents that might come from the effects of the fuel densifi-

11 cation problem are certainly health and safety issues from the

i

12 h radiological standpoint.
!|

13 " CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Trowbridge? I

3
a

14; MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I had read rhis as
i

i

15 ' clearly a health and safety issue in which fue2 densification
i
1

16i has normally been associated with.
I
i

17 || The suggestion with respect to the monitoring aspect

d
18 *i of this has to do with the environmental - it leaves me somewhat

H
se

19 || perplexed. I think Mr. Sager may have in mind a different

|
*

20| notion than I do of what the effects of fuel densification
!

21' might be, but if it is his contention that fuel densification

22' could lead to radiation releases during the operation of the

23 | plant, if that is what he means by adequate monitoring facilities
I
i ~

24, to detect any effect of densification, he would seem to be
aeral Recorters, Inc.

25 " making an environmental contention as well.
!
;

,

1412 068a
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dhll I CEAIRMAN EASKINS: Mr. Gallo, do you have anything

O 2 on this?

3 MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, I think the contention is

4 clearly radiological health and safety. The fuel densification

5 question has arisen in that arena. Indeed, it is discussed in

- 6 the Staff's safety evaluation report, or will be in this case.

7 I am not sure what the circumstancer are, whether the matter
.

8 has been addressed as yet or whether it is still an open item.

9 With respect to a monitoring aspect, perhaps Mr.

10 Sager misstated hiiself. I am sure what that sentence is

Il|jreferring to is the in-core monitoring that is required of
12 any reactor, so that certain heat spixes can be detected.

i
"

13 These heat spikes r.nf their effe:tr tell us whether

I4j or not the effects of densification arc occurring. Obviously,

l'

1C ' if some radiation escapes as a result of this, the radiological

16 monitoring program outside the facility would then come into play.

17 As I read the last sentences, it is essentially raising

4

18 y the question of adequate in-core monitoring for the facility.,

I

19| MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, this is the way we

f
'

20 had read the contentions up until this very moment.

21| CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Sager, do you want ta say any-

22 thing more on that point?
i

23| MR. SAGER: Mr. Gallo is correct in his statements.
!
,

24; In conferring with my colleaguas, the monitorfTg that we are
deral Recorters. Inc.

25 j concernc'1 about is mainly in-ccre monitoring.

a \4\2 06g'
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hl2 1 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Are you prepared to say that this

2 Number 1 is then a health and safety issue?

3 MR. SAGER: A health and safety issue, yes. I said

4 that before. I would think the environmental aspects are not

5 there, and we are just concerned about the in-core monitoring.

- 6 CEXIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Adler, while Mr. Sager is

7 conferring, do you have any comment further on Number l?
.

8 MR. APLER: It appears to us from reading this that

9 this would be a health and safety contention.

10 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Sager, the point I was

11 endeavoring to elicit from you is whether this is health and
|

12 | safety only, or whether you still believe there is an environ-

13 centcl issue in thie 'Achar 1 .

14 ] MR. SAGER: This comes out to the dilemma that we
i

15 | indicated before when you try to separate them. That contention
i

l

16 ' is concerned about densification and monitoring in-core towards

17! densification. We certainly, if you have densification and

18 as a result you have greater radiological releases that affect
.

19| the health and safety, it certainly has an environmental
i

20|
-

.

; consequence.

'

21 As to the consequence, we deal with that in other
|

22! contentions, and therefore we are prepared to say that the health
i

|

23 | and safety aspect is directly related to, in this contention,
!
!

6 ecol RepcHers. Inc.q
24 only to that degree. We do feel this type of review does point

25 ] up the f act that you can't demarcate the health and safety and
4 *

1412 070s
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Idh1 , radiological issues and the environmental effects.G3 2 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Very well. Thank you.

3 Shall we proceed to Contention Number 2?

# Mr. Sager, do you care to say anything on that one?

5 MR. SAGER: This is a health and safety issue, again

. 6 in the context of what I just said before, and I know it indicatas

7 no differences in wording from the July 19 presentation, and my
.

8 notes further indicate no objection from other parties.

9 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Trowbridge?

MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, we have no objection

II| to this contention, and we regard it as a health and safet'1
;

I2| contention.
D00 tIl

IUU 1, J
'

u ),!3 !! ,,...,.r.,,,,, ,,, c ., s, n . .. , , , .

!!

f MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, it is my understanding
!

15; that the staff has no objection to the contention, and we are
h

prepared to litigate it. I believe this is one contention that,

4

I7 is not subject to division into radiological areas or into
1

IO environmental areas.,

I

19 |!I Clearly, in this case, the question of an airplano
li*

20 4istriking the Three Mile Island facility and its consequences
t

21| have been considered, as I understand it, a design basis
!

22 h accident. That is clearly a health and safety question.
I

23
i On the other hand, Section 6 of the final environmental

24 I|
.

Oe el Reco ters. Inc. | statement invariably discusses nine . classes of accidents ,
J incluciing

25 ' design basis accidents and thei:. consequences , and those conce-

1412 071
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hl4 1 quences are factored to the extent appropriate in the cost-

2 benefit balance. We are talking about the same accident, the
,

3 same situation. So I am unable to put it in one category or the

4 other.

5 We have to call this a mixed radiological and health

- 6 and safety question.
I

| ,

7 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Adler? .I LiI
.

.

8 MR. ADLER: I have to agree with Mr. Gallo's contenti 3n.

9 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I might say that when the Board

10 discussed this issue, it appeared to us that there were two

11 issues embraced in this paragraph 2. One is whether the plant

12 is sufficiently hardened to withstand an aircraft accident,
li
li

13 hand the impact cf an aircraft accident, an6 tw. , ' d * H a- ai

b
14 f step should be taken in this licensing proceeding by the App 11ca sts

.

15| or in conditions imposed by the Board or otherwise to deflect
I

16 h aircraft from flving over the Three Mile Island plant.
|

17 ) MR. SAGER: That is the purpose.

I'

, 18 || CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Thank you.
I

19! We turn to Number 3, and, Mr. Sager, you say you have
i

!~

changes in that. Can you indicate to the Board and the other20

21 parties what those changes are?

22! MR. SAGER: At the end of the first sentence of
I

23 |-Paragraph 3, there was added the words, "for which the Applicant
|
|

24 |I has regulatory responsibility."
Jerol Reper'ers, Inc. i,

25 ] The second sentence is added, the ucrds are added,
a

1412 072
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h15 1 "such" after the phrase "with reference to" and before "transpor -

2 tation of the fuel." So it reads "particularly with respect to

3 such transportation of fuel and waste materials," et cetera.

4 DR. LYMAN: In the third line, the word "for" has

5 been dropped. Is that intentional?

- 6 MR. SAGER: Yes, I believe it was. No, excuse me.

7 I don't believe it is. I am sorry.

8i CHAIF14AN HASKINS: Mr. Sager, I am not sure whether

9 I followed you as to whether this is health and safety or

*
10 environmental, or both. Perhaps you spoke to that.

IIi MR. SAGER: I think it'is a mixture of both, in

12 that from the cost-benefit analysis you have, the problem of

13'!
a ccet of disp 0:21 Of the .nste and transportation fromth the

i

14 :| f acility and on-site, and the sabotage, and cost-benefit. It

15 '; definitely is a health and safety issue with reference to
d

16!| scoring the facility itself in the transportation at the f acilit t
l
'i

17 |l
0| and from the facility.

18 4 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Trowbridge?

19 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, we had no objection

.

20 to Contention 3 as reworded. As phrased, it seemed to us a

'

21 health and safety issue.
I

22| CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I beg your pardon? I didn't hear
!

23 you.
a

6.erol Recor'ers, lec.I'24 )
MR. TRONBRIDGE: It seemed to us to be a health and

25. scfety issue only.

1412 073
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hl6 1 CHAIRMAN EASKINS: Thank you.

2 MR. TROWBRIDGE: 'Although when we get to Contention

3 5, it is less clear than it was whether similar discussion of

transportation of fuel and waste products was intended to be4

5 environmental in terms of cost-benefit.

- 6 Contention 3, leaving aside Contention 5 for the mome nt,

7 we had taken it to be a health and safety issue.

8 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Gallo?
i

9 MR. GALLO: The staff has no objection to Contention 3,

10 and we are prepared to litigate it, and we feel it is a health

11|
and safety contention.

I

,

MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I failed to make one12!
'l

13 Sr&har nbsoivation about Contention 3.. Contention * da=4e '"

l
d industrial security plan for Uie site.14 q part with the security,
I

15; As is customary in AEC licensing proceedings, the security plan,
!!

16! for rather obvious reasons, is not made a public document. It

!
i

17 |f|is filed with the AEC, and it would in part defeat the purposes

18 of an industrial security plan if it were made generally available
,

i

19'| to people who might want to sabotage the plant.

20; Therefore, it is filed under separate arrangement.

|
21: with the AEC, in which it does not go into the public document

|

22'i room.
I

I

23| Up to this point, Intervenors have not had an oppor-
|

9Merol Recor+ers, lac.]24 0 tunity to review that plan.
I might have wished that it could h1 ar

25 '' been accomplished during the period of discovery, but I am not --

1412 074
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h17 1 but we are nevertheless prepared, and have reached an independen

2 stand with Mr. Sager that we will make available at the plant

3 site or at the offices of the company for inspection, a copy of

4 the plan under a suitable protective agreement between us and

5 Intervenors, with the understanding that this will happen

6 reasonably soon so that we could not know whether the contention s,-

7; whether he wishes to continue his contentions or not, and also
|-

8' so that the plan is reviewed before the hearing and we don't

9 take hearing time out in some in camera session to review it

10 at that time.

11 So with the qualification that it is our understandin g

12, that Intervenors will, within the time schedule we have agreed

13 upon with thom and thei r reprowr.ta t'.vs to review the plan.

14 we have no objection.

15: CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Sager, do you have anything
4
!

16 |I' to add to Mr. Trowbridge's remarks?
I

t

17 MR. SAGER: It should be noted that the Intervenors

18 : have signed such an agreement as well as the Applicant, and
,

i

19! arrangements are being made, and I think the first step was taken
i
I

20| this morning as to establishing a date and time and place for

21 that review.
|

22 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Do I understand that you would

i

23 contemplate reviewing the plan prior to the hearing and that
i

24| as a result of that review, your contentions might change or
Merci Racorters, Inc.i

25 '| drop out. Is that a possibility?
't
h

i 1412 075
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hl8 MR. SAGER: Yes. It was our understanding that'

after the plan'concerning sabotage was reviewed, that we would
3 be in contact with the Applicant and the Staff and with the
4 Commonwealth, setting forth our position more fully.

CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Very well.

6 Mr. Adler, do you have anything on this point?-

7 MR. ADLER: I have nothing to add other than to say
.

that we support Mr. Sager's characterization of this contention'

9 as being health and safety and also having some characteristics
10 of an environmental concern.

11. CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Gentlemen. I want to say that we

121] are approaching a possible luncheon break, and I would like to
m1 itt. le la Liial connecLion.ask the parties wnat uneir wished 9

ra;The Board was thinking of going on 'til 12:30, and then recessing

15 at that point.

Are there any comments?

17 h MR. SAGER: If there~is a possibility of having the

I!
18 ' hearing and all the business of the hearing concluded by, say,i

-

i

19\ 1:30 or so, by going straight through, we would favor going
.

20 straight through.
i.

211
i CHAIRMAN HASKIUS: Mr. Trowbridge? Do you care to
|

22 !
j comment?
i

23!
! MR. TROWERIDGE: I would share Mr. Sager's sentiments
|

24 ,if I thought we were going to get through at 1:30. I am looking
a.roi R.oorm, inc.

forward to Contentions 7 and 10, and I am not sure it is going

1412 376
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dh19 1| t o happen that fast.O 2 MR. TROWBRIDGE: 'Mr. Gallo?

3 MR. GALLO: I would support Mr. Sager to press on

4 through, or in the alternative that we set a later lunch date.

5 Possibly at that time I can assure the Board that I have spent

6 better than-two years in Harr3'sburg trying a case three.

7 buildin,gs from here, and eating lunch at 12:30 is very difficult

8 in Harrisburg in terms of getting served.

9 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I think that difficulty is not

10 confined to Harrisburg. I suggest we go ahead for a while and

11 see how we come out, then.

12 Mr. Gallo, the Board would like to ask you a question

h

13fwith respect to the second cart of Contention 3, which talkc !

il
14 fabout transportatico of fuel and waste to and from the f ac11 A Ly .

15 Do you have a view as to whether that is properly an issue befor2

16, this Licensing Board?

I

17j
I say that having in mind an ongoing rulemaking

.

-

- 18 ] proceeding which deals with transportation of fuel into picnts
1

1

19 ! and transportation of wastes out of plants.

20 MR. SAGER: May I interject to clarify et this
~

21|
particular point?

! l412 077
22| CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Yes, Mr. Sager.

|

I

23| MR. SAGER: The Intervenors' point with respect to
i

24i the two facilities is that it wou'ld be the point -- we havei

Jerol Reporters Inc.i|
that that25 ;' discussed that with the Staff and the Acolicant --

a
!

.
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I would be the point to which the fuel cell delivered, most likelydh20

O 2 to the situs of the facility.

3 As to the "frem," we are concerned about the waste

4 products onsite at the facility, and the problem of the

5 Applicant which we understand is within their jurisdiction to

6 then be chargeable with transportation to the reprocessing plant.

7 or whatever the waste products are going to go to the next
.

8 licensee. That is the scope of the contention in that respect.

9 MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, in response to your questica,

10 I am afraid we have reached that point that I thought we might.

II In my discussions with Mr. Wilchins, the staff had no ocjection

12 to this element of the' contention.

13 Clearly, this element of the tran ::tatirn ce end

I:

I4|fromthe reanufacturer and so forth are outside the fuel cycle

i,

15 || situation and the fuel cycle rulemaking hearings. I am afraid
i

16 ||I must confess I am not clear what the scope is of the trans-
i

17hportationrulemakinghearingandIwouldrequestthatIbe

18; permitted to answer that question in writing to the Board.
,

I

19 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Well, you certainly may, and my

* 20 question was not limited to Three Mile Island, if it applies

21 to other plants.

22 MR. GALLO: I must confess that this is the first
1

23| time I have seen this particular contention framed this way,
i
i

24| MR. SAGER: There was a similar contention in June
O3eral Reporters. Inc.!

25 ] of this year, as I understand it, at P2ach Bottom.
'i

i 102 078
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dh21 I MR. GALLO: That is one of the proceedings I was not

O 2 in, so that explains that.

3 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I don't expect to settle the issue

4 this morning, but I think there is a jurisdictional issue that

5 the Board will have to deal with, and we would wecome a further

.
6 written input from the Staff or anybody else on that point.

7 Let us turn now to Contention Number 4, Mr. Sager.
.

8 MR. SAGER: Both health and safety and environmental,

9 and again, as I understand, there is no objection to that

10 contention. There was no revision in the language.

II CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Trowbridge'

I2; MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, we have nc objection
i

I3 tc Ocntcnticn 1. Encucc CO, ".r. Ohnirmnn.
. . !I

84 |! (Pause.)
i

15 | MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman? l I .L
l

16| CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Yes.

17 h MR. TROWBRIDGE: As worded, certainly the last --
h
it

18 while this is primarily in our view a health and safety question ,

,

i

l9| the last sentence does introduce a question as to whether the
|

20-

factoring of the costs and other aspects of the emergency plan
'

21 into the cost-benefit evaluation, according to environmental

22 review, so it is to that degree a mixed contention.
I

23| CHAIRMAN TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Gallo?
i

24 MR. GALLO: Staff has no objection to this contention
Oerol Reporters, Inc.||

.
,

25 ) It is prepared to litigate it. The first two sentences, I belicve,
!

) 1412 079
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h22 I raise health and safety , questions. The last sentence is

2 an environmental question.

3 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Adler?

4 MR. ADLER: The Commonwealth endorses Mr. Sager's

5 characterizations.

.
6 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: We come now to Contention Number 5 ,

7 and Mr. Trowbridge, did I understand from an earlier statement
.

8 of yours that you would have some difficulty with this contentio n?

9 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I think I might have misspoken

10 myself, Mr. Chairman, at one point, using 5 instead of 7, referring

Il to 5 and meaning 7, but I corrected myself at the time, I think.

12 With the wording changes that have been made, I

II3 cm not curc they cre yet identified in COntentien 5, .c hcIc

I4 no objection.

15 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Well, in order to clarify that,

16 the two contentions which you do have problems with are, then,
1|

17 |1 umbers 7 and 10? 9} 00R BR,E1 R
|N

18, MR. TROWBRIDGE: That's correct.
,

!

19| CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Sager, on 5, would you point

20 out to the Board and the other parties, or the parties, what
*

21 changes have been made or you are proposing to make?

22 ! MR. SAGER: Yes. On the third line of Contention
|

23| Number 5 of the July submittal, the words "most profitable" were
I -

24! used to replace the words " exact," and so forth. So, from the
9eral Reporters. Inc.

25 j comma in the third line, it reads, "the Applicant must set forth],1

1 1412 080
a
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dh23 1 the most probable routes, instead of the exact routes."

G 2 At the end of the contention, instead of a period

3 after " satisfies", there is a comma with the addition "to the

4 extent that such transportation is within the Applicant's

5 responsibility."

. 6 Now, when we discussed Contention Number 5, we

7 recognized that there was an overlap to some degree.as Mr.
.

8 Trewbridge had stated before it refers to, with respect to

9 Contention Number 3. We felt for purposes of clarification that

10 we would not try to censolidate those particulars at this point

II iin that they are not in all respects current in the points that

12 are raised.

13 Mew, further, in crier to dee.l."4th "b" jnH-dir*ionah

14 problem and the transportation-waste. product cycle, which is
1=

15? the subject of national hearings, the words, "to the extent that

16|
such transportation is within the Applicant's responsibility"

i

17| were added with the recognition that we are concerned here with
N

18;l!what is happening at this particular plant, what would happen,

i

19I under the terms of the proposed operating licenses for this

20 particular plant, and what rights, duties, obligations, et*

i

21 cetera, would necessarily follow.
I

22 There was the extensive discussion as to what rights

23| an operating license would give the Applicant at this point, and
i

24f it was our position that the operating license under the rules
Oderal Recorfers, Inc.;

25, and regulations would effectively give the Applicant, withcut
:
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h24 1 anything more from what we knew, the right to eventuate such

2 a pattern for disposal and transportation of waste materials

3 from that particular plant.

4 Again, I believe that with the added wording, that

5 there was no objection to this contention.

6 CEAIRMAN HASKINS: Coming back to my basic question,.

7 will you characterize this as health and safety, or environmenta l?

.

8 MR. SAGER: Health and safety and environmental.

9 As far as the protective measures, it concerns health and safety

10 issues. As far as the environmental impact we discussed, of

Il course, it concerns environmental concerns.

12, CHAIRMAN EASKINS: Thank you. Mr. Trowbridge?

I

13!i MR. TROW 2 RIDGE: I have alrend.y inf.ica.ted we ba"e
Il
I!

14 | no objection as reworded, and I just understood Mr. Sager, if

f
15 ' I heard him correctly, he characterized the first sentence as

16 environmental and the second as health and safety. I would so
i
i

17 | read them.

.i
18 si CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Gallo.

}
'

19 Excuse me, have you finished?
i
I

'

20' MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes.

'

21j CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Gallo.
t

22| MR. GALLO: The Staf' has no objection to Contention

|

23| 5, and to show my evenhandedness, I agree with Mr. Trowbridge's
\

24! characterization of health and safety and environmental matters.
G.eral Reporters. Inc.!

25 ]
CI AIRnAN IL,sgINS : Mr. Adler?

,
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h25 l MR. ADLER: We have nothing to add.

2 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: The Board has now considered five

3 of the ten contentions. This seems to be a suit.able breakirig ~

point. We shall not break for lunch, but we shall have a briefd

5 recess and return at 12:30.

6 (Recess.)-

7 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: The hearing will now resume. We

8 have come to Contention 6. Mr. Sager? _

9 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, may I back up for

10 a moment?

Il CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Yes, Mr. Trowbridge.

12 With respect to the-contentions dealing with transpor -

13jtation of fuel and waste, the Deard s>>ggested there might bc
|

!! '

14 |' a jurisdictional problem, as I understood it, because of the
i

15| rulemaking proceeding going on with respect to fuel transportati an

!

16j and its environmental impact, but the notice of that rulemaking
i

17 !' hearing in Docket RM 50-4, expressly provides -- I have the

18 notice itself here, not the Federal Register copy.
.

I

19 The notice was dated January 26, 1973, and I am sorry
I.

20 I cannot supply the date or page reference for the Federal

2I Register version. But in the notice, the third from last

ed22' paragraph of the notice states, "Nothing herein shall be constru

23 as affecting the validity of the above-described holding by the
i

.

9m'al Recor+ers, inc.g, Appeal Board in the Vermont Yankee proceeding during the course24|

25 : of this rulemaking prcceeding and shall continue in effect unles s
,

1412 083
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dh26 1 and until modifications by promulgation of regulations er other

2 Commission action."

3 Now, the Vermont Yankee holding, as described in this

4 notice, is as follows: "The Commission's atomic and safety '

5 licensing appeal beard has held that an environmental statement

. 6 for nuclear power reactors should consider environmental effects

7 of the radiated nuclear fuel from the facility which is the
. I

8 subject of the action and transportation of low level level wast 2s

9 and high level wastes other than irradiated fuel from the facili :y

10 to depositories." -

Il Now, it seems to me that the ratice of the rulemaking

12 | hearing clearly preserved the Vermont Yankee ruling that
::

13 0 trancportation of fuel to and from the rite, or fuel and wr.ste
I!
I14 is a proper subject for environmentalfimpact considerations

.

15 ||in individual licensing proceedings, and will remain so at least
16| until there is a disposition of the rulemaking hearing or some1

t
6

17 other regulation adopted by the Commission.

il

, 18 || CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Therefore, in summary, your
|

19| position is that transportation of fuel and waste to and from th 3
I
I -

'

20| Three Mile Island plant is properly an issue to be litigated
i

1

21| in this case?
i

22| MR. TROW 3 RIDGE: The environmental impacts of it.

23 ! We are talking about contentions that have to do with environ-

|
24 | mental effects. My answer is yes.

9jerol Reoorters, Inc.i,,
25 |! CHAITIAN HASKINS: Is thers any further cor:nent on

r!
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P00R ORGINJl,

I| tMt point?

Wh27 2 Very well, Contention 6, Mr. Sager.

3 MR. SAGER: The first sentence, the last word was

4 originally " operable." It was changed to " operated." The

5 first word of the second sentence was changed from "if" to "it."

. 6 I understand with these language changes that there was no

7 cbjection to the contention, and I see it as environmental, an
.

8Ienvironmental contention with reference to the environmental

9 impact of fogging and the icing, the hazardous impact that
.

10 might come from fogging and icing as well as the chlorination

problem. I see it as a health and safety issue with referenceII

12! to the question of probability of the airplane accident.
d

..l.' "lM S : ".r. Trewbridge?13 C". air:D.!: "d

14| MR. TROWBRIDGE: First, Mr. Chairman, on the contention,
:

15 I would like to say that I am reading sentence one, and I

16 '|believe Mr. Sager will confirm the understanding. The first

'

17 )i sentence refers to "if and at such times as," words to that
!

18 y, effect. That is the way we are reading the contention. I do
.

I

19 not -- I have not -- considered this as anything but an environ-

20
|mentalcontention.

21 [ The hazard here, the reference to aircraft and
1

22 vehicular traffic. It may be that in the other contentions
i

23 | relating to the probabilities of aircraf t crashes and ef fects of
!

24! aircraft crashes and the degree to which the plant, as ycu say,
4eral Recor'ers, Inc.i.

25 j is hardened against them, one could werk in, but I have not read
!
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I it into any contention so far, the suggestion that the towers

edh28 ,,
'l are going to create a fog which in turn bears on the probabilit r

3 of an aircraft accident on the plant.

4 That is not a contention which I could reasonably

5 have derived from Contention 6 cr any previous contention.

- 0 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: First off, Mr. Sager, do you accep :

7 the suggested amendment of Mr. Trowbridge in the second line?
.

8 ! MR. SAGER: That was the understanding of the languag 2.
I

9 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: All right. Mr. Gallo?

10 MR. GALLO: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. Staff has no

II objection to the contention and we are prepared to litigate it.

I2 I had viewed the contention, reading it today, as purely an
!I

'10 cn.ironmental contention. The question *Of creaLiny hazards
;i

I4das a result of fog to vehicular traffic and aircraft traffic,
!!
'l

I30whileashiftyquestion,isnotaradiologicalhealthandsafety
16 ||| question .|

h

I70 If it is intended to go further, as Mr. Trowbridge
0

18,|has intimated, that the fog bears as a factor in calculating
I9 probabilities for determining u.. ether or not an aircraft will

'l
20 i

crash into the plant, I would like to get that clarified at

21 this time.

22 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: All right. We will return to this

e!
i

" Pin a moment. . 1g g p

G Jeral Reperted, 24; Mr. Adler? I A b'

Incg
25 ' MR. ADLER: I have nothing to add.

1412 086-
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l
dh29 1 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Sager, do you have in mind Mr.

2 Gallo's question?

3 MR. SAGER: Yes, does fog factor in the probability o ?

4' an airplane accident? That was the question, I believe. Yes,

5, certainly that is the reason why I said it is a health and safety

6 issue to that degree..

7- CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I think in these proceedings,
.

8' we normally consider health and safety as relating to radiological

9 hazards. Now, obviously an aircraft accident is a safety matter ,

10 but .* am not sure that it is a radiological safety matter.

Ill i MR. SAGER: I understand that one of the design basis
i

1

12 ]1 accidents that they were considering on the construction of the
't

13 H olant . was t. hat. -

!I
14| MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman,.perhaps I could elucidate.

i

|e

I am not sure we may not be creating another contention here,

15 |1!

16!|but my understanding of what Mr. Sager is driving at is if
!'

17| this reactor had once-through cooling, then query of the
;!

.
18 ]iprobabilitics of an airplane crashing into the reactor under-

19 Contention Number 2 are different, than, because this reactor
i

!
-

20| has a cooling tower and thereby potentially at least, contribute 3

|
21! fog which may or may not interfere with aircraft, will that fog

|

22| be a contributing factor to effect er lessen those probabilities ?

h
'

23 |l| If the answer is yes, and the probability we are

||
24 'itelking about is crashing into the reactor, we new get into a

9serai neowers. inc.j
25.. radiological health and safety questicn. It is in this centext.

1412 087:
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dh30 I MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if there isn' :

2 a fairly simple resolution of this. If Mr. Sager wishes to

3 pursue the thought that there will be -- the contention that

4 there will be fogging and that the fogging would affect the

5 aircraft and increase the probability of an aircraft crash or

- 6 particularly of a 707 or greater crash, I am wondering if we

7 just can't leave it that this can be brought up in connection wi :h
.

81 Contention Number 2, and you may advance any thesis for feeling

9| that the probabilities have not been adequately assessed, but
i

10i do so under Contention 2.

II MR. SAGER: Fine.

12 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Which would then leave Contention 6,
;|
|

U0,Ithink, st.rictly au waviroamiental evntenLivn.
*

Il !
14 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Adler?

15 MR. ADLER: I am looking at it. I

16 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Gallo?
Il

17 ;| MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, I am not sure we haven't
4

18 ' reached that point where really trial counsel, at this point,. ,

'l
19 b

|should not judge the adequacy or inadequacy of that, because
.

20 hit raises a new thought.
f.

21| Mr. Trowbridge's objection strikes me as imminently
Il

22 lsensible, and therefore I will agree to it in this instance.
23 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Thank you. Unless I hear violent

9 Jeroi Reporters, fec. q
24 objection, I am going to suggest.we move to Contention Number 9,

25 Land we will revert to contention Number 7 in due course.
t
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I MR. TROWBRIDGE: I have no objection to moving on

Odh31 ~

2 to Contention 8.

3 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Sager?

MR. SAGER: This was no change in the language. This#

5| 1s a health and safety issue, and I don't believe there was any

- 0 objection to the contention.

7 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I understand you say it is a hee.'t a
.

8 and safety issue? .

9 MR. SAGER: Health and safety, because the contention

10 reads that it has not been constructed for the probable maximum

II| flood, and concerning that respect as to the adequate protection
11

12 in the event of the flooding. Certainly flooding is an environ-

!U mental issue to the extent that it happens, and the po:.c.:.ble
S

M i ef fect of the flooding. We are dealing with the containment

|

,of the radiological effluents and their effect, what might15

i

16 happen in the event of a flood.
4

I7 f| MR. TROWBRIDGE: We have no objection, and we age c

d

. IO ;| that it is a health and safety contention.
h

I9 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Gallo?

MR. GALLO: The Staff agrees and is ready to litigate i'20

21 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Adler?

22 MR. ADLER: We have nothing to add.

23 |I
'

CHAIRMAN HASKINS: The Board would like to go back te
h| .

24 i b 6. We want to ask a cuestion or two by way of
cieral negoreri, sc. | Content on Num er

' -

25 clarification.

1412 089 ,
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4 1 Dr. Livingston?

9h32 2 DR. LIVINGSTCN: I would like to have it a little bit

3 more clearly explained, the significance of minimizing chlorinat !.o n

4 Does it mean that the cooling tower, the cooling system, the

5 cooling system using a cooling tower, does by its nature minimiz a

.

- 6 chlorination, or is there some other meaning of the word

7 " minimize chlorination"?
,

81 MR. SAGER: We understand that the efficiency of the

9 cooling tower is directly related to -- I shouldn't use the

10 words "directly related" -- it is related to the use of

Il chlorine or chlorine compound substances in order to make the

12 cooling towers work efficiently.

I3 $ The contention :10:10 *ith th amcunt cf chierine
f! *

14 ' that is going to be used in order to .have the cooling towers
.

15 . work efficiently and the resultant effect of chlorination into

16 |I8

the river waters. I believe that it was the original report
!
i

17 |, that indicated .03 parts per million of chlorine into the waters ,

d

18 j and now the Applicant says that it would meet the standard of
.

i

19f.02partspermillion, and the standard has recently been
.

20 changed from .01 parts per million.

21, The purport of the contention is that A, is the cooli ng
i

22! tower designed so that it would operate efficiently with these

23 ; higher standards, and, B, is it, or can it meet the chlorinatior

i

24 levels accordingly that the Staff and the other regulatory
darol Reporters, !nc.

25 | agencies say that the Applicant must abide by?

)k)$ b
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I DR. LIVINGSTON: In other words, it has to do with

Wh33 2 the chlorine being eliminated into the river water, and is r.ot

3 really connected with fog or ice, except it is the efficiency

4 of the cooling tower that is involved, is that it?

5 MR. SAGER: That's correct.

6 DR. LIVINGSTON: Thank you..

7 CHAIEMAN HASKINS: Are there any other comments on
,

,

8 that point?

9 Very well. Number 9, Mr. Sager?

!

10' MR. SAGER: I don't believe there is any change in

11 the language there. I view this contention as a health and

12 ; safety contention. I don't believe there is any objection to
d

1-] the cententien.
-

I4 |! CHAIM1AN HASKINS: I think the Board has a question

|I |
15; on tihe meaning of this, but we will hear from the other parties

't

16 ! first. Mr. Trowbridge?

|
17 |! MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, we have no objection

'l

18 ;j to the contention and consider it to be a health and safety
,

!!
19 ;!

i' is sue.
20 |

8

CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Gallo?'

21 MR. GALLO: Staff has no objection to the contention

22 f and we are prepared to litigate it, and we believe it is a
i
i

23 health and safety issue.

i

eeral Resorters. tac..j24 | CHAIMIAN HASKINS: Mr. Adler?

25 l MR. ADLER: The Cc=monwealth has nothing to add.
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i
dh34 j DR. LIVINGSTON: May I ask a question here. Does

this have reference to an incident that has occurred in the past2,
i

'

3 during a construction period that I may be personally not

4 aquainted with?

5 MR. SAGER: Yes. It was found that the pouring of

6 portions of the containment was improperly done where there
.

|
71 were what I would characterize, and maybe an exception will be

I
taken, as mammoth voids, big enough that a human being could.

8

9 fit into it, if you could gain access to it. But there were

10 voids in the concrete pouring.

11 As a result, the history that the containment had

12 !to be re-poured, and that has been the subject of much review
D

13 by the Statt anct the ACRS. ,

14 .:.: is centended that the quality assurance wiLiz

|

15! reference to the repouring and the initial pouring is still

I
16|l subject to question, and it has not been properly done as well|

17 as the repouring itself.

.I

18 d DR. LIVINGSTON: I understand. Thank you.

|

19 |||
-

MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman?
I

~

20 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Yes. Mr. Gallo.

21t MR. GALLO: My understanding, and I would like to
i

I is that the contention also includes the
22 f

get clarification,

i

23 |i question raised by the ACRS in its letter to the Commission
!

24 9 Chairman of August 14. I am thinking specifically of the first

mai Roonm. ine. i!
25 paragraph on Page 3, which questions the adequacy of certain

1412 092
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dh35 I steel-bearing plates inside the container.

G 2 MR. SAGER: There is no question on that.

3 MR. GALLO: No?

4 MR. TROWBRIDGE: May I speak to this? In the first

5 place, this has to do with the containment pouring and the ring

6 girder, and I would agree with Mr. Gallo that the question.

7 raised by the ACRS letter is encompassed within this contention.

8 Your description of the ACRS concern is not in the bearing plate s

9 themselves. It is the question of whether or not there was some

10 recession of the bearing plates and whether that would indicate

i

Il l anything about the sufficy of the concrete.
I

12! But apart from -- I would agree with you that the
!;

13!! paragraph you refer to is within rhe ccc; cf thic ccr.t:ntien.
!!

I4 " MR. GALLO: Thank you.
I

15 |'
-

MR. TRQWBRIDGE: May I, just so we don't believe the
|

16, record that thsse were voids large enough to put people in,
|
i

17 || that is not our view. There is no question that in the area of
a
ti

18ytheringgirderpour, there were significant voids and the,

i l

19! cement had to be removed and repoured.

20 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Sager, in the last few words

21 of your Contention 9, you say that the concrete pouring does

22 |not meet quality assurance standards, and quality assurance

!23 is sort of a word of art.
i

il
24 h Whose quality assurance standards are you talking

eral Repor,.n. inc. g

25 l about?

300R ORS Na am
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h
h36 MR, SAGER: Well, it is under the regulations, the

various standards that must be met are set forth and we are

3 ' concerned about the quality assurance under the -- I believe it
# is the ASME that would have certain guides on it as well as the

5 Staff's guides and regulatory guides as well as the best

quality assurances, the ASEM standards, and the ACI, the America rl0*

Concrete Institute, standards, as well as those quality assuranc e
.

8, standards that are normally applicable to the pourinc of concret e

|
9 for a nuclear reactor.

10 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Did you say, " ASTM"? Will you

| explain what that is, please?

12 MR. SAGER: The American Society for Testing and

U haterials. I believe i.here are quality tontrol proccdurc for

b

"f!thepouringofconcrete.
I

15 ! Metropolitan Edison has made available to us, as well
i

16||| as other documents, the United 2ngineers and Constructors, Inc.,

I
l

7hqualitycontrolprocedure, and they set forth the various
!!

18 references that they use for quality assurance boundaries, and,~

-

19' the A:nerican Society of Testing and Materials hasfor example,'

i
I.

201 the Concrete Institute construction specifications and
! used,

21|
| so forth.
!

22 f CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Are these standards imposed by
1

23 | the Atomic Energy Commission?
I

! MR. SAGER: I believe that Part 50 refers to the
jeral Peocrters, !nc. ;

25 ) standards that are necessary.
C

)k\f
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h37 I CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I don't want to belabor this

2 1 point. Perhaps we are talking about semantics, but I think

3 what you are saying is generally acceptable construction standards.
d Is that what you are saying?

5 MR. SAGER: Ir essence, I believe tha+ is what it is,

6- ygg,

7 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: All right. g
.

8 1 Now, Mr. Trowbridge, I haven't forgotten Contention
i

9 Number 7.

10 MR. TROWBRIDGE: If you wish to continue in the vein

II' you have been by deferring argument to the end, Contention 10

12 Lactually has a number of subpieces to it, and we are not objecti.ig

tc, Contention 10 in its entirety, ,.nd I ::culd be glad to cingic !13

t.

l'3iout the two elements of Contention 10 to which we do object

15'I|and then you may wish to --
|

16- CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I understand that. The one I

|1
17 called for was Number 7, but if there is some reason for taking

I8 10 up first --.

1
I9 h MR. TROWBRIDGE: No, no. I was asking you if you

!.

20! wanted to finish with those portions of 10 which are not in
i

21| controversy between us. I am glad to go back to 7.
i

22 CHAI.01AN HASKINS: Do you wish to speak to it, or
!

23 shall we ask Mr. Sager to?
, .

i MR. TRCWERIDGE: Let Mr. . Sager, because he has made24
:eral Recuers. Inc.;,

9

25 > the changes.

1412 09r-3-
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2i h' .

3 MR. SAGER: The changes that were made in the handout s

4 that I presented today reflect the addition of words after

Sl" liquid effluents" on the fcurth line of Contention 7. Those

6 words are "such as a cryogenic system on the stack, or a higher-

7 stack to release discharges to reduce low-level radiation."
.

8 Now, also, there were words added in the eighth line.

9 It read before "is too conservative," and that was changed to

10 read, "are not sufficiently conservative."

11 Now, in our discussion with the Applicant and the

12 ( Staf f, it was our contention that the facility does not have the
||

13 |' latest and most up to date state-of-the-art hardware availacle
i

14; to recuce the low-level radiation.
!

* I Now, we get to a point where from what I understand,
15 ;||

i
16 the Applicant's position was specifically what is the hardwarei

I

17 I that should be on the facility that is not.

18,i
We indicated that we could name two at this particular

-

ll
19! point that should be considered as not having reviewed in order

!.
.

20| to lower the radiation releases, and those are language such

21 as the cryogenic system on the stack or a higher stack to

22! ri. ease discharges.

23, Now, I also indicated to the Applicant and his staff
I
I

24 g that between our meeting and todayc I would try to have my
deral Recor+ers. Inc .j

25 : colleagues see whether I could not make that language more
l

,

1412 096'
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i.

h39 encompassing, in particular, and more limiting as to any other

harduare that we are concerned with, and I am able to buy the

3 information that my colleagues give.

Thus, we are concerned with three things, that the4

cryogenic system on the stack, the possibility of the higher5
.

- 6 stack releases, and the third thing which is not set forth in
7 the language is the condenser vacuum pump ejectors which are

.

8 also known as the condensor vacuum pump exhausts.

MR. TROWBRIDGE: May I ask for clarification?9

10 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Please do.

11 MR. TROUBRIDGE: Did I understand Mr. Sager to

12 {i say, and if so, I am gcing to request a recess to see if we
!!

can't agree un language hsre, that he WC3 wa-hing, or hc
!.

14 9| was prepared, rather, at this point to not only add a system,
|II

15 | but to limit the contention to the systems enumerated?

MR. SAGER: That's correct.

l MR. TROWBRIDGE: In that case, Mr. Chairman, I would17 |I
g
,,

18 ' suggest that we could spend a profitable five or ten minutes'
i-

I

19|'in the reworking of this.
!'

20
! CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Well, I think that may be'a valid
'

suggestion, and perhaps during the luncheon recess, the partie21

22 may get together.

MR. TROWBRIDGE: If this cccurred, Mr. Chairman, there
;l

also will be no further objection.
de u 7 9an.n.

25 CEAIRMAN HASKINS : I am not sure I understand the
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dh40 l antecedent of this. If whct occurred?

O 2 MR. TROWBRIDGE: If we were able to arrive at not

3 a, say, such as " list," but a list of systems.

4 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Which is all inclusive?

5 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes, which is the list we will be

. 6 talking about.

|
7 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Right.

.

81 DR. LYMAN: Would your-revision include spelling

9 the word " effluent" with an "e" instead of an "a"?

10 MR. SAGER: Yes.

11j MR. GALLO: Maybe it is right the way it is. Are
i

I2 we going to recess, Mr. Chairman? Can't km just delete "such as"

I3 and keep the rest? -

14 || MR. TROWERIDGE: I listened to the final part, and I
it
'l

15 wasn't sure we have a -- I am not quite sure yet what they would
i

16 0 have us put on the exhaust. So it does seem to me a few minutes '
,

i

17 |, discussion would be proper.
|!

18 h CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Gentlemen, we have a problen of
,

i

l9!: working out language with Contention 7, and we have a Contention
L

'

20 0| 10?
i

Arguments that are due on that. It occurs to the Board
!

21| that it would be fruitful to recess for lunch at this time,
I
l

22 and during the recess, we would ask the Applicant and the
I

h

23 ] Intervenors to work on language of Ncmber 7 with such assistance
4

9eral Recone s. tec.;!
24 h or cooperation as the other parties may care to or can give.

!25 We will therefore recess until 2:15.
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dh41 1 (Whereupon, at 1:17 p.m., the hearing was recessed

e2 2 until 2:15 p.m., thic same day.)
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f Take 3 1 AFTERNOON SESSION
~73

2 2:20 p.m.

3 CRAIRMAN E~ SKINS: The hearing will now resume.

4 Just before the recess we were discussing conten -

5 tion No. 7, and Mr. Trowbridge and Mr. Sager were perhaps going to

. 6 agree on some language which they would submit to us

7 this afternoon.
.

8 Mr. Sager.

9 MR. SAGER: Yes.

10 The first sentence should read as follows:

Il rl "The low level radiation effluents of the 1
i

'

12 |l| facility are not as slow as practicable in that
!i

13i! the facility aces not have the latest and nost o_o-
q

_

h
I4 to-date state of tne art available Rad-Waste

!

15 ;|
system for both gaseous and liquid effluents to

1

^6 reduce low level radiation."

17 || MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, can I suggest that we

N
'

18 all mark vo our copies as we go through here?
i

19 || MR. SAGER: -- striking some of the language
|

20 there, and adding "In that," after the word
~

I
-

21|
.

" radiation."
i

22 || One or more of the following should be
|

I

23| added: " Cryogenic radioactive waste gas treatment

i

24 |i system."--
9eroe Repor+ers. Inc.

25j MR. TROWBRIDGE: A little slower, please. I am
.
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R2
1

sorry.

9 ' CHAIRMAN HASKINS: A little slower. W2 are all

3
taking it down as we read it.

4
MR. SAGER: " Cryogenic radioactive waste

5 bas treatment system" or (B) " Higher stack for

6
release of radioactive gases" or (c) " Treatment of-

7| condense or vacuum pump discharge."
;

S|
-

i
Now, that is the difference in the language change

9' and as to the third sentence, it is understood that two

10
problems that we are dealing with are these.

11
! First would involve whether the calculations of

12
the low level radioactive effluents meet the criteria and

13
st naards vf the AEC and secondly, whetner or not cneradiation|

|throughthecounterpathwayisnotaclowaspracticableinthat
i

15
one or more of the three systems that we have stated above snould

16 |!'|not be added to make the low-level radiation releases lower.
17'li

:: I understand with those conditions and with that un-
il

18, derstanding concerning the scope of the contention that1,

i

19'
there is not an objection from the applicant--|

1

20'-

CHAIRMAN HASKINS: The applicant may speak to

211
i that in just a minute.
I

Earlier, you had suggested in the second sentence
i

23
1 striking the words "is to" in front of" conservative," and
!i

Odero; a,ecr.ers. sc.i24 :| substituting "are not sufficiently."Does that change

25 "
still hold?
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I MR. SAGER: Yes.

O
R3

2 MR. TROWBRIDGE: You should have that change,

3 Mr. Chairman, already.

4 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I have the change. That is why

5 I was able to speak to it, but I was not still sure whether that
6 was viable this afternoon..

7' Does that conclude your presentation for now,

8 Mr. Sager?

9 MR. SAGER: Yes.

10 . CHAIRMAN HASKINS: All right.

I Mr.Trowbridge.

I2 MR. TROWBRIDGE: There is no further objection
,

13 to the c0ntention.
-

CHAIRPJOi HASKINS: Mr. Gallo, have ycu had a
'

15 chance to focus on this reworded contention?i
I

16 | MR. GALLO: Yes, I have during the luncheon

I7h| recess,Mr. Chairman,and I believe I can say that on
o
t

18 ;i behalf of the staff we have no objection to contention No. 7
.

1

I9 ac revised,
l'

20 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: The Com:ronwealth of Pennsylvania.

2I MR. ADLER: The Commonwealth has no objection.

22| CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Very well. Let us now turn to

23| Contention No. 10.

!

O*1 tral Repoders, DC.
,4' Mr. Sager.

25 '. MR. SAGER: The change in language is found on the

|I
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R4 third from the last line of the submission ofj

July of this year wherein the words "directly or indirectly"
2

have been deleted and replaced by " appraised reasonably, direct: y
3

related."
4

That is an environmental contention. I understand

that there is objection to parts of that contention.

MR. LIVINGSTON: Could I ask a question on the
7

* "*
8

The word " established," on the 7th line, if we
9

moved that up to follow the words in the line above, "has not

. been established or included in the cost analysis," does thaty)
|

12qhav the same meaning?
i!

13 |;
It '.'culd have a lot more meaning to me.

9

1 *, !! MR. SAC-ERi The 7th line of the original submittal,
;

I or as of the hondout today?
15 p

! MR. LIVINGSTON: Of the original.
16 9

i

The word " established" comes after a clause and'

17 ||
$ it does not seem to tie into anything.

18 ,
y.

For purposes of grammar, I would understand the
)9

i

thing better if I could move the word " established" up following.

i
' the words "has not been established or included in the

211
|

22 p| cost analysis. "
.

| It has the same meaning. <

!MR. SAGER: Yes. Fine. ; s

: rei Reporters. n
MR. LIVINGSTON: All right, fine.

i \s\2 \D3
:
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R5 I CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Trowbridge?

O 2 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I object to

3 contention 10 (g) to two elements of the contention, one of

4 which is in turn subdivided into two additional ones. I

5! think the best way for me to explain my objection is that

6 I think there should be deleted from the contention in.

7 the version handed out to you this morning words beginning
.

8 on the end of the second line with the word "the" and ending

9 on the fourth line with the word " included."

10 So that I would delete the phrase "The cost of
I

Ilj governmental subsidies for technology and insurance have
i

12 not been included."

13 My other deletion u0uld ct:rt with lince

14~ further down. I would delete the words "The health cost

15 jj from low-level radiation has not been included."
16|

| Now, let me talk to these, if I may.

17 | In turn, taking the first one, the cost of
ii

18 j governuental subsidies, the first element of that is govern-,

h19;| mental subsidies for technology, and it is my understanding
i

*

20! in this regard that this contention relates primarily to
i

21f past government expenditures in support of the
i
i

22; development of nuclear power.
!

23| I would remind the Board, in fact,that direct
| .

G3eral Reporters, Inc.n24 '! subsidies of individual power plants such as this one
25 are prohibited by the ?.tomic Energy Act in the absence of

,
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i

special Congressional authority and no such authori::ation
9 R6 '

2 exists for subsidies to this project.

3 The past governmental contribution to the
4 development of atomic energy, directly and indirectly relating
5 to the development of nuclear power are real. There is no

6 question of their contribution to the development of.

7 commercially feasible nuclear power,but in my view they are
.

8 what are sometimes referred to as " sunk" costs, and they should

not now be considered in the cost-benefit analysis of projects

10 subsequent to the occurrence of these gora,nment expenditures.
11|

! It seems to me self-evident, although I am not

12
]awareofanyprioroccasionsfortheCommissionanditslicens-

ing board and the appeul board to have considered the matter.

h However,I would point out by analogy that regulatory
b

15 |1i Guide 4.2 which contains guidance to applicants for the
16 ij development of environmental reports does specify that in

!I

17'iI the case of environmental reports for operating licenses,

18 j only the cost of completing a plant, not the costs aircady.

a

19 3
,1 incurred in construction of the plant prior to the report, need

!*

20
jbeconsideredinarrivingatacost-benefitbalance.

21 1
|| Here, again, these are sunken costs which have
P
1

22 'l already been incurred, and it seems to me to follow a fortiori
23']thatthecostofearliergovernmentprogramsneednotbe

3
.

considered.
.mi 2.noren. .

2 ~' '
As to the alleged insurance subsidy,it is my

\h\2 \D5
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R7
1 understanding that intervenors,which to develop testimony on

9 2 the extent to which under the Price- Anderson Act, the

government indemnity agreement and the ultimate limitation
4 of liability amounts to a subsidy as compared, perhaps to

the approximately $100,000 a year which this project will5

6 pay the AEC, in indemnities..

'\, The Price-Anderson Act represents established law,
,

I

di and Congressional policy which can not be altered in this
9 proceeding, and I submit that specularive testimony and argu-

10 ment as to whether or not a subsidy is involved goes far beyond
,

i

11 '|| the reasonable scope of a NEPA review.
|

12 4|
y Coming now to the health costs from low level
!!

radiation which inteAvenors contend shoeld have been includOd
I.

-

14 for a complete environmental review--it is my understanding
k
,

-

15 ' that intervenors are not satisfied with environmental reports

16!| and environmentnl statements which estimate both individualc

p
17 ib and population doses for effluent releases.

e

18 - They want those documents, eccmse me -to discuss-

190, further the health effects and costs of those low-level
'

20 radiation doses, this is, of course, at odds with AEC prac-

21! tice and the preparation of environmental statements and
!

22|regulatoryguide4.2whichprovidesguidelinesforthe
i

2 3 '' development of environmental reports and calls #or and stops
4

with dose esticates.
3.,oi neone,t

2~9 I think the intervenors* contention ignores very'

) h'\ S



8 sensible reasons why dose estimates are a proper stopping

O 2l point for individual licensing proceedings. In fact this is

3 because the health costs have already been considered, setting
4 releases and dose limits in AEC limitations and rule-
S making proceedings.

6 Thus part 20 as initiaily adopted and in some.

7 subcequent amendments including the amendment which put in
.

8i effect the qualitative as low as practicable requirement pres-

9| ently in effect,were expressly explained in statements of
10 consideration which accompanied these issuances to reflect the
11 | standards built up over many years by the National Committee on
12 |i| Radiation Protection and the International Committee ono

h

f; Radiatiun Protection in repctis wnich vsy clearly did address
ii

|fthemselvestothehealthrisksoflow-lavelradiationandwhich
b

15 | made specific projections of both sematic and genetic energy!
f

16 upon the assumption of dose effects.
i

I7 || The same observation is true of the presently-
i:

18 y proposed amendments to Part 20,I.E., the proposed appendix I,
't

19 1y intended to fix numerical values as low as practicable
li

20 p|
-

releases.

21 The testimony on the health risks--testimony on heal th

ti

22 d risks, has been included already in these appendices I,
i

Rulemaking hearings and I have no doubt, and I am sure
|!

'r.Gallo could respond tc this, that when the hearings resume,
cci 4,ponen. n

as is expected in the not too distant future, chat this'

\4\2 107
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R9 I testimony will be supplemented by the recent National Academy

O 2 of Sciences Report which goes extensively into the subject of

3 health costs and the assessment of them even to some extent

4 in dollar terms.

5- I submit that it is in these rule-making

6 proceedings applicable generically to all light water reactors,.

7 and not in redundant individual licensing proceedings, that

8 these health effects are properly developed.

9|
That is my comment, Mr. Chairman.

10 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Thank you.

II| Mr. Gallo, do you wish to say anything to this
I

12 k issun?
I3 MR. GALLO: Mr. Cha3rm n, we.have reached the

I.

I4|| contention that I wish to request the indulgcnce of the Board
I'

15 to submit a staff position in writing upon. The staff objects

I0 in p art to this contention and does not object to the
|

I7h balance of it.
N

18 ;j My understanding is that our objections run to
,

i

I9 the same phrases that Mr.Trowbridge identified, namely,
i

20 i "The cost of governmental subsidies for technology and insur-
|

21| ance." And also the phrase further down that talks about
!

22 | the adverse economic costs resulting frem limitations.
,

23| I would request that the staff be permitted to
!l ~

2a O submit its position in writing within a reasonable time,
4eral Reoer'ers, Inc. j

Oay a Week's time frCO tCday, to provide for ths Poard its
.

\4i? 108
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R10
I view. I listened to Mr. Trowbridge's argument with interest9 2 on the first issue, the request for government subsidies. I

3 am not sure we really focused in on the real legal reason

#
why in his objection this is objectionable.

5 The same goes with the other area I have

6 identified, the adverse economic costs resulting from limi-.

P00R ORGINAL
' i ea .

.

8 With that request, I would like to move on and addre as

9 myself to the point that Mr.Trowbridge has also raised,the

10
health costs from low-level radiation.

11
i

As I understand the contention, the intervenors
i

are in essence saying the --the "mothod in the
!:

final environmental utatement, that che'nealth costsi with

fquotesaroundthat, reflected in that document are either not
f-

15 , sufficient or in their view have not been reflected at all.
i

16'
; Mr.T"owbridge refers to the regulatory Guide 4.2,
d

17 and other guidances to the metho'dology for filling out or

18 Y for guidance to applicants to draft their own environmental,

!

I9freportwhichisfurnishedaspartoftheirapplicationtothe
t

*

20| IQ:C.
I

21| Mr. Chairman, this is the second or third proceed-,

k

22||inginthelastmonththatIhavebeenin,wheretheregulatory
d

23
! guidance has baen used as an instrument to attack an Intervenor

24

9Jeral Rs 3creers. Inc.;jcontention.

25 j Nou, the regulatory guide ic not a law and is not to

1412 109:
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Rll
I

be accorded the force and effect of law.9 2 It is exactly what it says it is. It is guidance.

3 As a matter of fact, there is a disclaimer at the front of

4 these guides which indicate they are nothing more than t'lat,

5 and, while it is a convenient vehicle for the staff to give

6 instructions to applicants, I do not believe it has any relevant.

7 bearing to a legal determination as at the time as to the
.

8 | adaquacy or inadequacy of a particular contention.
I

9| Turning to the question that !!r. Trowbridge raised
i

10 whether or not dose estimates, which I agree are included in

Ilil the final environmental statement, whether or not dose
'i

l

estimates are the proper stopping point, I do not read the
,\

hcout.eni.ivnaslaimingi.Ise immuu of vilseLher or not t.he
il

14 ~
i underlying basis for Part 20 and its health effects are

g r ad. L

| I simply read the contention as saying "Whatever tho 3e

'l
I7 effects are, they have not been factored into the environmental

9
18 i statement cost-benefit balance, and they should be," and I. ,

II9I say that indeed, they should be.

20 |l* '

The staff thinks they have been. The Intervenors

21| ' disagree. There is an issue for litigation.
I

22f I reiterate my request to be permitted to submit
!

in writing the staff's position on the balance of the objec-

M N. .7 M, mn ..

.rci Repore.ri, n.

CHAIrik.i EASKI!i5 : Thank you, Mr. Gallo. Ycur
S

\4\2 \\C
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|
remarks, I think, are very helpful to the Board.9 R12

2' HR. SAGER: May I respond?

3
CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Yes, please do, Mr. Sager.

41
1 MR. SAGER: I start out with an observation that,
,

5l
although maybe the staff believes that the health costs have

|
*

boon factored into the analysis of the NEPA review, the

,| environmental impact, I observe from Mr.Trowbridge's statementu
,

8!
that cbvicusly the applicant feels that the determination of the'

9
level of both radiation effluent was the stopping point, and

10
thoe costs were not factored in.

11
Indeed, if Mr.Gallo, if, as he has indicated,i

i

12;
q our contention that the stopping point is not determining
'

'

wnat the level or the low-level radiation erruent is, whether
t i

fpart20hasbeenmot, nor do we agree with Mr.Trowbridge's
I

15 ', statement that the fact that the determinations have!

!i

16 |' been made under the lowest practicabic standards on the radio-i
,

17|g logical side, that one now is limited under an NEPA review to

18
go into the effects of the low-level radiation releases and

q

19 1
i the health costs, whatever they might be.

*

20
Now, I believe that this is a very, very

,

21 h!! important concern that requires analysis, and we contend
!i

22 P
d that diat analysis has not been done or properly made.
1

23'
h With regard to the insurance question, in our
!

discu: sion with the staff and Mr. Trowbridge last :enday, a.,oi %u,m. .

25
littic ove,r a week ago, we indicated that the insurance

\h\2 \\\
,
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R13 1 question that we are concerned about is again in the framework

2 of the cost-benefit analysis as to what portion, what aspect

3 in determining the balances should necessarily--you have the

4 insurance risk.

5 What are the probability studies with regard to

6 that. Indeed, what are the limitations in dellars and.

I

7 cents that the Price-Anderson Act might place upon the appli-
'

i
8i cant as to the actual costs for a possible catastrophe? That

9 should be factored in, too, but what the public might have

10 to suf#1r without any compensation in the event that therc

11 might be the catastrophic accident that has been studied in

12,, various WASH reports, that should be factored in, too.
'l

13 h It is that insurance analycio that in directly
lli.

14 |j or incirectAy ce crminec oy the Price-Anderson Act Utdt

k.

15 i affects directly this particular plant. We are not asking

i

16i for any other plant. Those costs that we are ready to proffer

I

17 |I!| testimony on, and the relationship to this particular plant
!

18 and the moneys that are involved--that is what we wish to
,

19 consider.

'

20 Now, as to the technology, it is not our contention
i

i

21j that thoso sunk costs of the previous governmental technology
!

22 |
and experimentation and so on that eventually gave rise

23 |, to this development of reactor to generator electricity wa
i

l

24: are concerned with. We are concerned, however, with the on-

6' ,oi neon.n. inc.]
25 j going covernmental involvement with plants of this sort and

) P00R DUM 1412 n2
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14 1 how much the public has to bear directly as a result of this

2 particular plant's being proposed for operation.

3, Now, those costs include the administrative costs, tr e
i

!

41 additional health and safety costs involved in evaluation of

5 emergency plant studies, regulation of the institution, both

- 6 on the state and the federal side. Those are costs that are

7 ' directly related to this particular plant and are also
.

8|
costs that should be analyzed in accoraance with the NEPA

I

9' requirements in order to balance the cost-benefits and

10 to see whether, indeed, the environmental impact of this

11 |particular plant, together with the costs, are such that the
!

12!I plant should or should not be operated.

d
13: CIIAII'. MAN ITASKINS ? Mr. Sager, do I correctly under-

l'
::

#4 a scenu cnau you think an element of cost should be that pro-

0
15'| portion of the AEC budget, for example, which is used in

,

;'
.i

16 ? licensing the Three Mile Island Station hera?
D

17 MR. SAGER: Just as to this particular plant, yes.

18 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: That is what we are talking
*

,

19] abcut, and also the cost of the Public Utilities Commission

' 20 [i of the conmonwealth of Pennsylvania,in so far as they place

21 manpower and resourccc on the licensing process for this

22; plant.
23 MR. SAGER: No, because the Public Utilities

I

24 Commission by state lau only regulates the rate, and
9. ci n.:v , i:

25 d0ss n c have cr'f effs 0t t.:atscever with regard to

: se n _l' that it' cr2 'C.Mir? Ebout.
\4\2 \\3
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CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Well, what about other state15 j

bodies from whom the applicants require Pennsylvania licenses?
2

MR. SAGER: Yes, those costs are matters that are
3

directly related to the operation of this particular plant,4

Without them, we would not have the operation of this particu-
5

6 lar plant.
.

CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I have another question as to
7

.

8, the language of your contention 10.

You talk about the cost of containment repowering
9

not having been established or included, and then you say
10

|
11h "The adverse economic costs resulting from limitations 10

l

i

12!
reasonably directly related to development in the area of

nN the facility."

''e a .i MR. SAGER > ..

15 h
CHAIPl4AN HASKINS: Could you give us an example of

16 ]| what you mean by " adverse economic costs"?
>

i
17 0

MR. SAGER: This was also discussed at the meeting,

and I believe it is probably one reason why there is not an
18

- ,
objection, because I clarified it further in our meeting.19

i That is, the development costs in the area where,~

20:i
d

21 ] indead, the low population sene that has been created
n

22 - around the plant will most likely continue to be developed
a

as a low-population =cne and only because of possible coning23

restrictions or regulations that' relate directly to the24
was new.m <.

25 facility being sited at this given point, but also because

\h\2 \\h
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16
I of the psychological effects of the plant in the development9 2 of the communities nearby and the land nearby.

3 As in other facilities where similar contentions

4 have been raised, it can be shown, and it would be shown

5 that the development of the land in that area really is a lower

. 6 density than normally would be developed because of the

7 situs of the plant. j
,

.

8 These are, again, limitations on the surrounding

9' area and they have a direct economic cost to the surrounding

10 area because of the limitations that are placed upon land
,

i
11

use because of the more presence of the plant, of the

12
i acility, and it is directly related to it.f

.h

131
CHAITdiius liA5KIH5; I underst~and what you mean

b

and now, hou would we go about getting these costs?
i.

15 || Do you expect the applicant to make an estimate?
I

16|' Would you expect the staff to do it as part of their
il

17 pj environmental report? Would you cxpect them to produce
1

18 o
i testimony as a basis on which the Board could make it in

l

19 |i1

y modifying the final environmental statement?
t

~

20 MR. SAGER: As has been done in other facilities,

21 it is shown by a study of the planning in the area without

22 the facility present in similar and comparable areas of

231
that environment.

24 !!

6mai %erre, . inc. |
-- What has been the normal trend, that ic, in

25 1
pattern of develcpment. It is further shown as to what have

,

||

|, )hiS \
|
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been the trends with a facility located there.
3

Now, planners have already gone into this analysis
2

in ther facilities, adverse costs have been shown, and
3

this type of testimony is not speculative. It can be actually
4

r viewed and established. We state that the NEPA review
5

is inadequate because it does not give any consideration
6

.

whatsoever to these costs.7

~

8| CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Well, I understand what you

are getting at, I think, with respect to the costs, and I
9

also believe I understand you to say there is information
10

available from planning studies or whatsoever. I do nct think
ij

you fully answered the question, "How do we factor in this12'
'l

13 coct clement which you say is miccing?",

l , ]i agew s:m m c . ,, + a " i***^^4" licencing
.

-

,5 j e- =~ o P00R ORBM
J

MR. SAGER: Our contention is that you certainly can--
16 ||

'

17 ]ln t factor it in until they present it- and that they should

!!
present it.

18
-

i

j9| Second of all, in my cost-benefit analysic of the

National Environmantal Policy Act, it is a consideration that20.

i

must be given weight to in consideration of balancing the-

21

22| adverce effects as opposed to the benefits of the proposed
i

23 f
plant.

I

24| The law, as set forth--it is being developed and

G??Cl Reporters, Inc.t25 I has been stated in various ways, including the Calvert
1

$q\2 \\6:
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1 Cliff's decision and so forth. I think it is a legal questionR10

2 you are asking me as to how do you balance the costs.

3 CHAIPRAN HASKINS: No, I am not asking you how you

4 balance it. I am asking you how you get that cost, or those

5 cost estimates before the Board so the Board can consider

6 it in weighing the balance of the many other factors..

7 MR. SAGER: That is precisely the contention. The
.

8i conten. ion that they have failed to bring those costs here.

9 I have given you an example of how they have done it in

10 another facility.

Il For example, in the Limerick facility, when the

12 9 Atomic Energy Commission sanctioned the situs, they went
n

13 ,, head nd went en, to ;;wer pe,,tc creve r; wn: hip, nna.

I4|| askcd Lower Potts Grove Township to rezone the area in the
'l
i

15 Township that was called the low population zone so that the
'l

16|| density would be a icw population, because of the facility
I

1

17 || being there.
||

18 Now, the change in the land-use patterns certainly
4

19!| affects the land value, or values, because we all know the
I
I

Il'

20 I use of land relates to the economics and the p rice and value
|

21 || .of land.
!I

22 || Now, I am suggesting in stating that this happens
:

23 I, with a._ facilities because, indeed, in order to keep those

II

Oeral Reoorters, Inc q24 q zones and those areas around the facility's low population,
25 you will nccostaril/ hava the conscruential low-density

,

1412 117;
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.

R19 use patterns developing, and which do develop, cither by
2 direct fiat or by the type of development that people are

3 willing to have around these facilities, because of the
4

psychological or other reasons.

5 Nevertheless, because there are going to be

- 6 low density, it.has a direct bearing on land value and land'

.

use which has an economic reality to it.End 3

8

9

10

11|
i

12|

13 !! .

!i

14 jj
!

15 ,
i

16!
I

I

17'],
18 i

* 'I
I l

19 ||
,

I.

20

21j
|

22[
|

23';
! .

24'
ederal Recorters, Inc.;

f25 ''
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Take 4
dor 1

1 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I don't want to pursue this too

2 much longer. You kept saying "They haven't done this, they

3 haven't presented it," and I am trying to find out the ante-

4 cedent of "they".

5 MR. SAGER: The applicant.

.

6 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: The Staff or the Applicant or both?

7 MR. SAGER: The Applicant and the Staff are charged
,

8 with the NEPA review, and we are stating both.

9 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: This is a deficiency in their

10 presentation for their license application, is that your

11 ! position?

|
12 MR. SAGER: Yes.

9 . .

13 |1 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: And the data available with
!

14 respect to planning, with respect to land use, with respect
.

15 ! to possible rezoning, you say is available and should be
I
i

16 i before this Board and has not yet been presented?
!:

1

17 || Do I understand you correctly?

!!
!18 MR. SAGER: That is right.-

!

19i CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Also, as far as the Intervenor's
- !

I

20i presentation was concerned, would you contemplate presenting
i

i

21 evidence on that issue as intervenors?
!

22| MR. SAGER: At this particular point, I believe our
I.

23|| position is that they have not fulfilled the NEPA recuirements.

24 I do not believe that at this time we anticipate submitting

- c :,r.i pe::rt..s. ! c. 0 testimony and evidence because of our limited
e

25 _ir.ancial and

i \q\2 \\9
9
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1 technical resources.

2 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Thank you, Mr. Sager.

3 Mr. Gallo?

4 MR. GALLO: Well, based on that clarification, I am

5 not sure that any further contribution by me would be in
.

6 order or would be necessary.
.

7 I was going to enumerate how the staff might in its.

8 litigation of this contention with those factors that are indec d

9 made a part of the case, how we would handle it, and through

10 that process maybe explain to the Board what it is trying to

|
11j get at.

12 CHAIE1AN HASKINS : Well, we would welcome your
i

!! .

13 ||
eXFlanation, if you would care to give it.

i;

14| MR. GALLO: All right.

I

15 Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that in the final

16 environmental statement, we have a section which deals with
i

17: cost-benefit analyses. I think at the outset that if that
!

18|' cost-benefit analysis is inadequate, and I underscore "if",*

i

~
19| it is really a staff responsibility. It is the federal

l

20 |! agency having the responsibility for taking the main or federal
[*
4

21 !! action that is going to have a significant impact on the
a

22 quality of the environment there that is charged with the

h
23||

responsibility of developing and utili::ing an environmental

24 impact statement.

? - Faceral Paw! cts, toe.
25, To the extent these factors are admitted into issue,

i

1412 120
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d3

1 we would propose to offer as a witness that expert who pre-

2 pared the section on cost-benefit analysis for the final

3 environmental statement. He would be prepared to explain

4 either how these factors in contention 10 are dealt with

5 adequately in the cost-benefit analysis as it currently

reads, or in the al'ternative, he would be prepared to explain6 ;
i

7 why it is appropriate not to include such factors. .
,

8 Mr. Sager could attack the credibility of the item

9 through cross examination, or rebuttal with direct' testimony.

10 If he is successful, then the staff would be confronted with

11| putting on rebuttal testimony which would -- which I would

12 prepare, or repair, any error that was deemed to be

9
i

G |.

13 y appropriate, such as the planning information he talks about |

14 for the low population zone.

!|

15 ! If the staff failed to do that, then the board is!
r
!

16| confronted with a question of whether or not the environmental
d

17 :| statement, as a matter of law, is inadequate, and if it finds
n

- 18 ; it is, the operating license could not be granted in this
1
\\

19; case.
-

|
201 That is all I see the issue to be, to be

i

21| treated in litigation.
i

22| CHAIRMAN HASKIMS: Thank you, Mr. Gallo.
i
!

23| Mr. Trowbridge, do you have anything you wish to add

O si Reecrert 24 b
to this discussion at this point?

ine. Qede

25 ] MR. TROW 3 RIDGE: Just one or two observations, Mr.

\4\2 \2\
o I
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1 Chairman.

2 We may, I think, be f .: folved in a semantic question

3 as to whether the health costs are factored into the staff's

4 final environmental statement. In my view, they are

5| factored into the statement simply by virtue of the dose

.

6 estimates in the health cost considerations that have been

7 developed in connection with the development of AEC's
.

8 radiation and release guides. I don't know whether Mr. Gallo
I

9 meant more than that or not. I am not aware that numerical

10 health costs are repeated in the final environmental

11 statement for this project as ccmpared to being reflected in

1
12 ]

the various rule making precedings that have gone with

13 Part 28 and amendments.

14 h| I would agree quickly with'Mr. Gallo on the legal
|

d
-

15 ] effect of AEC regulatory guides. They are not -- a regulatory
b

16 .|
guide is not ar. attack on the law of the land or an agency

i

17 regulation. Nevertheless, the regulatory guide can be

'

18 mentioned, it seems to me, in this context. These are matters

n

-

19y which the Staff and the Commission -- to which they have given
l
,i

20 j considerable thought, and they cilect this, and I think they

21 ; are relevant in at least this respect.
!!.

22 I am still puscled about the cost of governmentalL

23 subsidies for technology. I now understand that Mr. Sager

9a 24 does not mean to be talking about that I thought this was
eme: :,eerer,. c

25 talking abcut, namely, sunk costs a.s tv Lhe support of nuclear

)hh .
.
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,

1

1 power. He is talking about sccething else, but not something

2i that I could have connected with the word " subsidy for
!
l

3I technology.",

4 We are talking about administrative costs. I would nct

5 have know, nor do I think would the AEC staff have known, that

6 we were expected to develop testimony on , or respond to testi-
"

7 many on administrative costs, or tha costs of planning or
.

81 mounting an emergency plan.

9 These are the only things I got out of the explanatior

10 of what was included, and they don't seem to me to be

11 properly described by the context.

12 q Those are the only comments I will make, Mr.
~

13 Chairman.

14 CEAIRMAN EASKINS: In discussing insurance, you

0
-

15 j mentioned a figure, and as I recall, it was $100,000 a year.
I'

16| MR. TRDWBRIDGE: This is very easily computed. The
I

||

17 )J
Atomic Energy Act describes the fee as $40 per thousand - *10

M

- 18 j per megawawatt of thermal capacity. This is somewhat over

19 |l
'

1500 thermal capacity, and that is $100,000 a year.
|

-
,

20j CEAIRMAN HASKINS: I just wanted an approximate

!

21| figure. This is a cost, is it not, to the applicant?

I

22 ] MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes, it is a cost reflected in our
'I -'
I e

23 j| estimated operating costs. We included in that the cost of
!

eerof Recor'ers. !nc.Y
i.

24 ;| insurance, which was private liability and property da.mr

25. insurance, plus government indemnity.

(412123
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1 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Is it an environmental cost or an

2 operating cost that goes into the computation of rate?

3 MR. TROWBRIDGE: In this sense, that we have the cost

4 of producing electricity by means of this plant versus other

5 alternative methods of production. tir. Sager's last contentior

6 under Item 10, there is discussion in an environmental-

7 report of alternative: means of generation and the cost of this ,

.

I

81 and in connection with nuclear pcwer plants, where we are

9 talking about the cost of generation, we are talking about

10 the fixed charges, and operating costs, and in the latter

11 case, these include, among other things, insurance premiums

12! and indemnity fees.
1
Il

13 I Now, I am sneakinc from -- we31 Mr. Chairman, let

l!

14 p me say unat 1 was taixing to my general experience with
|

I.

15 h final environmental statements as well as environmental

0
16j reports. I am going to have to check to see to what extent

I

17 |l1 we dealt with this in those documents. We have submitted
li

|I

, 18 ;! to the Commission an application, a five-year projection of
I

19 the cost of operating the plant, which included the fixed
i

.

20 ||i
|

charges and the operating and maintenance costs, and within
i

21| that figure is included the insurance and indemnity fees.I

22 ] Beyond that, I will have to check.
i

23[ CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I don't want to pursue it beyond

!

24 jj that at this point, Mr. Trowbridge. I just had an impression

9erci Resorters. inc.]
25 ' that in your discussion of alternatives that would have been

)h\
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1
a figure that would have been cranked in when you compared this

2 plant to a cola-operated plant or an oil-operated plant, or

3 some other source of energy.
i

4 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I am not quite sure what is in that

5 document that you have there.

- 6 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: We know what the document is. I

7 am not asking you to tell me what is in the document. This is

.

the final environmental statement for Three Mile Island. Ig,

9 think we have pursued this far enough, and I don't want to

10 take any more of your time on it.

11 Mr. Adler, I don't think we called on you yet, on

Issue 10.

12 |i.

13 !' Do you care to add anything? .

||
gI MR. AOLI:n: No.

*

15, CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Thank you.

Mr. Sager, do you want to say anything further?
16 i

!

17!I MR. SAGER: Yes, sir.
Il

18;l Mr. Trowbridge is right. As to the word " technology,"
'

'

i

I I thought that we discussed that and my recollection might bej9
i

-

20| wrong in that regard.
I

!21 I think that technolgy should be -- possibly it should
i
1

22 0 read "The cost of administration and regulation by governmental
!

23f agencies and insurance costs have not been fully analyzed
|

or included."

6. ot won.n. inc.?
24 a

25 Possibly that would meet much of the objection.

p\2 \25
'

:
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MR. GALLO: How is that to read, now?j

2 MR. SAGER: It is not complete in that the costs of

3 administration and regulation by governmental agencies and
/

4 the insurance costs have not been fully analyzed or included.

MR. TROWBRIDGE: What did you put in there?5

. 6 MR. SAGER: " Fully analyzed or included."

7 It is precisely that problem about the alternative

~

insuranco cost, or alternative facility and the insurance8!

9 costs that are related thereto as opposed to the full in-

jo surance cost for this facility that is an aspect of that

31, particular issue, that being fullr analyzed and reviewed, and
i

12 the full cost in that respect being included in the environmental
T

#UY10"*13 ! -

O
;4 q . .TIATFi4AU ~4.ASKINS : Very well. We have heard

i

15 ;, considerable discussion abcut Contention 10 as amended several
||

16| times, and obviously, it will be up to the Board to decide
i

37 )t whether the contention or parts thereof are appropriately
9

in issue in this case.18 ,

h.

39 As Mr. Gallo has indicated, he is not fully pre-
t

. 20| pared to give staff comments on'this contention today, and
1

21 an opportunity will be afforded the regulatory staff within

4

22 q a short space of time to add additional ccmments.
h

23 || On this one particular issue. e

? \4\2 \2o
24 MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, this contention plus the

Grol ReportersMc.,'

25 h question that you asked us with respect to the second

, sentence in Contention 3, I think I deferred on that one, toe.
I

|q

|.
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1

9 That is the co-called " jurisdictional question," to use the

2
board's words. Would that be appropriate?

3
CHAIRMAN HASKINS: That is right.

4
kJt. GALLO: Those two areas, yes.

5
I would like to request five working days, if

6.

that is appropriate.

7
CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I don't think the board will

,

I

8
pass on it from the bench, but we will be glad to entertain

9
your proposed schedule and have comments from the other

10
parties. You ask for five working days from today?

11
MR. GALLO: Yes.-

I

12]' CHAIRMAN HASKINS: And you would propose to m:ke

13,1 .

q a comment on the Jurisdictional question of transportation

14 || cf fuel and waste? And make such other comments ori

I.

15'
| reframing or objections or whatever you wish to call iu,

16'h with respect to contention number 10
17 ||:1

P MR. GALLO: That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
d

-
18 i

| CFAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Trowbridge, do you have any

19|
objection?|

I
~

201
MR. TROWBRIDGE : I have no objection.

211

|
CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Sager?

22|
I MR. SAGER: I have no objection.

23|j
i MR. ADLER: No objection.
i

24 t

Orol Reporters. Inc.|I CHAIRMAN HASKINS: None at all.,

\
_

;l
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3
The next question would be, Mr. Gallo, whether the

2 other partins should or would have an opportunity to corment

3 on a written uubr.tission by the regulatory staff on these

a points.

5j MR. GALLO: Certainly, I have no objection to

6 aff rding them that opportunity.
.

7 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Trowbridge, would you like
I

'

81 to comment on the staff's written submission? If so, how long

9 would you want?

10 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, we are obviously

jj getting, we are coming, or backing into, again, the question

12, as to whether or not we are -- we are here talking about com-

13 :| monts cn e vironmental issues. Let me out it this way: p

||
34 ; I would forege thn opportunity to cc eent. in writing on the

i

15 staff's submittal, if, before we are through, there is a

||

16 ]i
decision of the board in favor of proceeding with the

j7{ environmental hearing.

18 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: All right. Mr. Sager, would
. y

39 you expect an opportunity to comment on the staff's papers?
I

-

20f MR. SAGER: If necessary, I would like five working
i

21| days. That would include a holiday.
L
'l

. 22 h CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Adler?
Y

23! MR. ADLER: Although it is not likely that the
i|
'!

24 Commonwealth will have any co: rents, but I would like to reser"e

erol Reocreers, int ,;il

25 , that opportunity.

\hhS
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11

1

9 MR. TROWBRIDGE: In that event, Mr. Chairman, if

the five days is going to exist, I would like to take

3
advantage of it.

4
CHAIRMAN HASKINS: The best thing, of course, would

5
be for the parties to sit down together and agree to a

*

contention or agree to just agree. In other words, have a
7

. contention which the intervenors would submit as their final
8i

offer and which might be subject to two proposals or a brief
9

proposal.

10

The Board will consider that and endeavor to work
11

out a speedy and approp.riate means of disposing of it.
12,

( MR. TROWBRIDGE: Contention 10 has been orally
'

revised, and I should now be looking at new words, the
14 |

2 ones you just gave us, Mr. Sager.
|

15i,
i MR. SAGER: Yes.

16:
i Mr. Chairman, I think that if I may, while we are
i

17 |!I
i| talking about the contentions, with reference to 10 con-

18 t
p tentions, a stipulation of counsel has been prepared pursuant.

19 9
I to agreement.

- 20
Mr. Trowbridge and I signed the stipulation and

21
i have agreed to it. Our understanding was that Mr. Wilson

22!
| was also agreeable to that stipulaticn. I recognize that the

23''
staff is not ready to enter into the stipulation in the

L

24 n
-

9.ral Repor ers, Inc jabsence of Mr. Wilchins. I believe, however, that the record

25 1

! 1412 129
.
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j at this particular point should reflect that a stipulation

2 has been proposed which states the intervenor's position,

3 that the 10 contentions that we are dealing with here have been

4 presented,on that the other contentions in the original

5 petition to intervencr will not be pursued subject to a

6 favorable decision from the third circuit court of
.

7 apperls concerning our requests for financial and technical

assistance.8

9 Intervenors withdraw those contentions subject

10 to the board's approval without prejudice to a future motion

jj by the intervenors to pursue those contentions, or revisions

12 and amendrcents thereof pending a favorable outcome of the

i

13 third circuit court of appeals proceedipg.

;4 :| Now, we had hoped to make that cripulation of

I

15 ||
record so that our rights are fully preserved in that regard,-

d
16h and I would hope that the staff would so note its position witi

j7h regard to the stipulation, and i.f possible, at this point, p e r-
3

18 haps Mr. Trowbridge could note on the record the applicant's
n

-

j9 position with regard to the stipulation.
i

-

20 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Do you care to make any comments
i

21 n that, Mr. Trowbridge?
i
I,

22 j
i MR. TROWERIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I would have no

23 bjection to including at this point in the record of the
I

t

24 [ proceeding a transcription of the stipulation with the record

Grol Reporters Inc.'
25 ) to show that the stipulation has been signed by counsel for

4

'

1412 130
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I
y the applicant and counsel for the intervenor, and with the

2 hope that the record might further indicate that AEC counsel
I

3 w uld advise the board that sometime after Mr. Gallo's return

4 to Washington, that AEC counsel has or has not signed
i

the stipulation.5

6 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Well, I will be glad to hear
,

7 from Mr. Gallo on this, but I doubt if the board would

-

1 k favorably upon receiving a stipulation that isn't8

9 signed by all parties. It seems to me the most practicable

10 way of dealing with the matter would be to submit the

jjI stipulation to the regulatory staff through Mr. Wilchins, ifi

12| he is the appropriate attorney, and let him sign it, if that
i

is his dis, position, and then it can be . filed with the board13 ,
!!

,.9 acccr.paniM hy any motion any of the partica care to make..g
|

15 | MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, I do have copies of the
|

16 stipualtiors that were furnished to me today. The stipulation

j7h does purport, I believe, and indicate the train of thought
U

18 ]t elicited by Mr. Sager. I will carry this back to Washington
t.

j9 and give it to Mr. Wilchins and if it is as represented by
i'

. 20| the other parties, in accordance with his understanding, we

will sign it and file it with the board, and with copies to
21 |1
22 |t|

all parties.

23 CHAIR'4AN HASKINS: Very well. Does that take
i

24| care of that point, Mr. Sager?

O al Reporters, Inc.
pggg JL1

25 ' MR. SAGER: Yes.
,

7

1412 131
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j CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Now, the Board has some observa-

2 tions and questions to make with respect to future scheduling,

3 but before we get to that, and putting aside for the moment

4 any matter of splitting the hearings into environmental on

5 the one hand and health and safety on the other, are there

6 any other matters the parties would like to address themselves-

7 to? That is, before we go into scheduling?
.

8 I hear no response.

9 I think it is premature for the board to decide

10, whether it would be useful or not to have two separate
I

jj! hearings, particularly since these contentions, as presented

12 to us, do not clearly fall into two categories of health and
j

j3 safety on the one hand and environmental on the other, but

;4 : rather, i; hey appear to be perccated, almost all of them, at!

N

15 , least according to intervenors -- other counsel might not

|

16| agree, and the board may not agree -- appear to be
i

j7h permeated with environmental issues.
J
4

18 ] It might be very difficult to try two purely
i

l

19| environmental issues and then recess the hearings and then
I

'
-

20 go and try some issues which are mixed health and safety and

21 | environmental.

22 |It But those are our preliminary views, and they are

23 )I
I

subject to further consideration, particularly as we study
J

24| the contentions in the light of t'ne discussions that have

Gal Repcrters. Inc.q
25 o taken place this morning.

1412 132
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1

O I would like to talk, if we can, while we are all

2
here, about a possible hearing schedule.

3
Now, it was proposed to me that the parties had,7

4
at one time met and talked in terms of September 24, 25 and

5
26, and the second week in October, and perhaps events have

6.

overtaken this proposal.

7
MR. SAGER: Events have overtaken that proposal.

.

8
CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Therefore, perhaps we should

9| begin again with a new proposal for a set of dates. I am
10

going to ask Mr. Gallo to lead off this discussion and see

11

if he has a proposal that we could all agree to.

12 |l MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, I did come prepared
i.i

9 13i' -

l| in this instance. I have here a motion for scheduling
,

14

|
that has been prepared by Messrs. Wilchins and Olson, and'

'15f the motion is dat d t de o ay, and will not need to be presented

16!
I orally. However, I would like to pass out copies to the
li

17 p
q board and all the parties at this time and indicate hat service

18 '|
-

|| to date is being made on the rest of the people on the ser-
19 y

vice list who are not present here, and would offer this
- 20

mv. ion for the purpose of consideration by the parties and

21

| the board for the hearing dates set therein and the balance

22|
| of- the schedule, plus the discussion as to why those dates
t-

23 |'|are pertinent and appropriate to this proceeding.
24

o! Rapor+ers. Inc. CHAIRMAN IIASKINS : The Scard would be very happy
25 '

{{} \
,
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1 to receive the motion as the basis for discussion.

2 MR. GALLO: I will give one copy to the reporter.

3 THE REPORTER: Thank you.
,

4 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Let me say for the record,

5 there will be a brief interval to enable the board to

6 study the motion and also the parties. I understand the
.

7 parties, the applicant and the intervenors and the Commonwealt!

8! have not yet seen the motion until this instant.

P00RO1LGbNM
' MR. GALLO: That is correct.

10 (Recess.)
I
1

11 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: A brief interval having been

12I permitted to allow the parties to examine.the regulatory
I

b

13 starr's motion for senadaling, the hear,ing will now

jai re5ume and the board 'eill call upon the partiss for their
i

reactions to it.15

16| Mr. Trowbridge, have you had an opportunity to
I

j7!, study the motion, and are you prepared to respond?
:I
o
'

18 | MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I think I
- p

19 have digested it, and I am prepared to respond to it.
6

! In essence, this is a motion not to get on with the-

20|
21| hearing process until sometime after the issuance of a supple-

22 | ment to the staff's safety evaluation report, and the schedule

23 proposed is one that is geared to the staff's expectation on

Il
24 the issuance of the safety evaluation report.

9rei R.ponm, inc.d
25 o I submit that we caght to get on -- well, first,

'

\A\2 \ho
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r

I let me make the observation that the staff safety evaluation
2 report supplement deals with a limited and manageable number
3 of items, and I would accede with the proposition that we
4

do not complete the hearing process on matters covered here

5 until the supplement has been issued. I do not see why it

6 is not'possible to proceed with other matters involved in.

7! this hearing. This could be done, and I am prepared to
.

8 provide somewhat, or revise somewhat my previously expressed
9 thinking that we get ahead with the environmental phase.

10 There has been some objection to that on the ground that
Il environmental and radiological are at times intertwined, and
I2 I can see one or two, at least, contentions where you might

e d. P00R 0%IWLI4 f Let's take the contentica on the er.,ergency plan,
15 which has both a radiological and environ: rental cost aspect

16 |dto it. I can conceive that it would be disadvantageous to
h

170 break that one up into two pieces. You might have to have th e
i

18 same witnesses to come back to discuss both cases, and there
11

I9 might be a more confused record than otherwise.
i

20! But I do not see why it is not possible to get on
-

|
21 with everything in this procceding that is not affected by

22f the supplement to the staff's safety evaluation report,
I .

23! which will, I think, defer onlya few of the issues in
i24 .j

-

S,oi pecorms
this proceeding. We can cet onto, or en with those issues

'

inc. -;

25 .,hich Ere not effected ay the str#f's m'fecy evaluatica

\4\2 \hb
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1 report and we can get on with the board's independent evalua-

2 tion apart from the issues raised by the parties of the

3 environmental effects of the plant.

4 I think we should get on with everything we can

5 get on with. I think the experience in the proceeding,

. 6 you know, is that it is necessary to accomplish what can be

7 accomplished. You can't -- to decide that everything has to bu

8' in place be fore anything is done in the way cf a hearing

9, seems to me to be placing a considerable risk on the

|
10' completion of the hearing process and decision within the time

11 which I think everybody has expressed his interest in having i ssue
I
t

12! resolved, namely, when this plant is ready to go into
l

i

13 operation, that there be decisions fer.cr agt. inst its

14 operation and for ur a9alsist the evnditions or limitations

'15 on its operation.

16' I would urge this board to set a schedule in which
i

'i
17 h we proceed with all issues not affected by the staff's safety

|#
n

18; evaluation report, plus any matters which the board itself wis ses
-

i

19; to go further into on the environmental side in fulfillment of

20 its responsibilities.-

21 I would think that a hearing beginning toward the

h

22 |,' end of September, as I previously suggested, could and should
r
i

23 |'
take place.

I

24 CUAIFF1J: HASKINS: ::r . Sager?

G'O| Rf 00r'tr$,
i,

IrlC.

h IIR . SAGFR: I think that the scheduling of the25

,

1412 \ %
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I hearing in November is more realistic as to the practicalities

2 of the various problems here, you don't foresee in light of thu

3 staffb position, giving written statements to the board and

4 these -- the necessary time for response thereto, a clarifica-

5 tion of all issues and necessary stipulations being filed

- 6 for this record until sometime .in the coming weeks. I think it

7 is cutting time short to con. sider proceeding with the
.

8; hearing at the end of September at this point, under this

9 state of the situation.

10 .Necessarily, what the Board decides concerning

II| certain contentions will affect the preparation for the

12| hearina. We have already made provisions today to go ahead
I

13 and look a i- '. owe of these planc, and I think it is putLire

I4i an onerous obligation on the part of the applicant to have all
i
i

15; its testimony ready for certain hearings to be started and
i

16 commenced at the end of September, and preparation for all the
i

17 |j particulars.

0

18 ] CHAIR ** N HASKINS: Let me interrupt you. I don'tA
,

19 think you need to speak for the onerous burden on the
!

20-

applicant.

l .

2I| MR. SAGER: Intervenors, I meant to say.
I
l

22| CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I beg your pardon. Go ahead.

23 MR. SAGER: The fact that the safety analysis
i

i

24 |l report is not ready ft./ther raises problems. We have a
9ci Reporten, loc. y

|

25 n.ceting scheduled . tith technical experts concerning certain

14\2 \hl
,
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1 issues, and again, that cuts down the time for preparation,

2 and that, too, is in the future.

3 We believe that the proposal by the staff is

4 more realistic. I think there has been quite a showing of

5 -- on our part, on the intervenor's part, that we -- when we

. 6 get down to the hearing process, we want to, if possible, to
!

7| go through the whole procedure.
- !

81 We respectfully suggest at some time in

9 November would be preferable, feeling the matter can be

10 completed during the month of November at the latest --

1I or December, at the latest.

12, A fueling dato in March, or more realistically,
!!

13 in April or May we feel that there won't: b anyrmi
!

!

14j pressure on the parties in meeting the possibic time limits

|

15 j, here.
|i

16i Furthermore, there is a very good possibility that
i
i

17 the third circuit court of appeals argument will be held

18 j sometin'e during the month of September or October. That will
||

*

19 || give us greater direction as to where we stand with regard
|

20 ||
|

to the whole hearing process.
-

h|
21 h I think that just pressuring this is not being

N
22 ij realistic, to have hearings here scheduled before the n'onth

!!
'

23 |l of November. The precise dates invcived, I would ask leavej
q

24 ji to respond formally as to these dates, once I have had the

9rei Repcom. se.y
25 ' opportunity to review my calendar.

\h\2 $
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I
CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Adler?

2 MR. ADLER: At the present time, the November 5 to

3
November 9 dates appear satisfactory to the Commonwealth.

4
I would like to add that I don's feel Mr. Trowbridge has given

5
any strong reason, unless the time constraints present in

6-

this proceeding are extremely limited, there is no reason to

7
.

experience the difficulties that are outlined by Mr.

81 Trowbridge, such as a duplication of witnesses, a disjunctive

9
record, and an apparent difficulty in defining which

10 conditions are safety and which are environmental. I don'ti

Il feel any time restraings of that magnitude are present here.

12| In addition, I would like to add thht there are
!

~ l13 cther proceedings before other sarety and licensing boards
i

14| which have been tentatively scheduled for late September
i
I.

15| and early October, which could very well conflict with this
!

16 |i proceeding. These other proceedings, the Conunonwealth is a
I

17[ party to, and as such, I would h' ave to participate in the othe. "

h
18;i proceadings, also..

I

19| CHAIRMAN EASKINS: Obviously, the board will take
I

~

20 into account conflicts of tcher proceedings in Pennsylvania,
21

I
and we would not contemplate holding a hearing at the san e

22 |idate they are holding a hearing at Newbold Island or
|

23 elsewhere.

'l

Grol Reporters, Inc.24 4
MR. ADLER: I understand that, "r. Chairrian , but.

25 j talking about late Septenter or early Octchcr, I ccn't see
'
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how we could schedule a hearing prior to the Newbold Island

dates, which is late September and early October.

CHAIPEAN HASKINS: Obviously, we are not going

to set a date for the hearing today. The purpose for this

discussion, I am sure that Mr. Gallo's intention, too, was

to focus on a block of time we -- when we could have the

hearing. When it -- whether it be the first week in
7

November, as the regulatory staff suggests, or whether it*

be late September or early October, as applicant suggests,

the board will take these matters and tncse comments under
10

advisement and certainly, before we fix a precise date,

regardless of which month it may be in, we will comrunicate
t

| with all parties to endeavor to resolv c conflicts well in

G 13 4 .

,,N advance of the. specific date for a hearing.
ne

|
Do you want to say anything more, Mr. Gallo,

I
j in light of this discussion?

16i
|

MR. GALLO: I might make two observations, Mr.

18 1
Chairman. I think that Mr. Trowbridge's suggestion that

,

. y

we get on with those aspects of the case that don't involve

i

! the safety evaluation supplement really is not very,

20;
I , persuasive for this reasen: the motion points out on page

211
il
!i 2 the safety evaluation supplement will touch en four of the

22 P,
i

t 10 contentions. I don't feel we have a bic
23|

~ enouch case here th 1t'

|| we need to try issues in a hasty manner in terms of getting in

behind us. I think secondly, I am nct sure what experienceci kepwm. n.

2!
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I Mr. Trowbridge is referring to, but it has been my experienco
2 certainly in the last year that once the parties have ironed
3 out their procedural problems to get down to the merits of

i

d
; a particular contention that, indeed, they move rather

5 quickly. I think all parties here have indicated that at

6 the outside, if we started in November, that the hearing might.

7|| go the full month or part of that month. Certainly nobody
"

8' is intimating beyond lapping into early December. If that

9! were the case, I do believe we have given Mr. Trowbridge 's
!

10' March fuel. loading date, and under the rules, it is 30
11 days, and the normal time under the rules for initial

!

12 |!| decision is 30 days, I think there is ample time within that
J

'3" f:- :.; :h, *

|
14 Thank you. J

|i
15 p CHAIRMAN HASKI"S: Mr. Gallo, on the matter of thei

b

16 ;| supplement to the safety evaluation, we were told it would',
'!

17 y be out approximately Septer er 3, and then I was told by seme
18

,
mcmber of your staff that it would be the first week in

19 | October, and I notice in the Ir.otion here it talks about the
u
II

20-

second week in October. Is that the best estimate you can giv
i,

21 us tcday?

22 "R. GALLC: I can state for the betrd that the
23 project : anager is targeting for ep7rcxirately Cctober 9, give

~

21 or tz.:e a fe.: d=ys. As the notien indicat n er p:;e 2, t:.2

9 ai wer. :

25 s ;..c U l * i s r e t .' '.y c r r. tin - .r. : .; ; ; .- ce ti.ir n . ; -- afraid
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24

that the motion only indicates the first, that is, there is an

assumption that the information that is yet outstanding for th -

resolution of these items will be submitted by the applicant

in a satisfactory form so that -- and will be satisfactorily

complete -- so that there will not be a further exchange or
requests for information. If that happens, then the October

9 date stands a chance of slipping more.

The second is that at -- the analysis that is submi :tet

indicates no problems and the staff agrees. If the analysis9

submitted indicates a problem, for example, the question is

raised by the ACRS on the third page of their August 14

letter, then it may be even further delayed for that reason.
' So the October o

13 0
to Octcher 15 dal.e is. eallyG e

j an optimum target for tha issuance of the cupp1 m .:
1.t ;I

,

15 |[I
CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Mr. Trowbridge, do you wish to.

add anything?i
161

|

MR. TROWERIDGE: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

ij Let me express some puzzlement here.
18 1

!!.

19 |,| At the last meeting -- last prehearing conference,'

,

we were talking abcut a hearing in September or early,

' October. This was the schedule which Mr. Olsen was
21

4 addressing himself to at that hearing, that prehearing. It'22

was the schedule which Mr. Sager was talking about when he
23|

h indicated at page 04 of the prehearing transcript that24 y
- ol Repor'en.

- in view of his schedule, he vould prefer 3 September hearing
r

?00R BRIGINAL
m2a2
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.

I to an October hearing, and in which he said it is the intervenor's

2, position to get a resolution of the problem in question as to

3 whether the unit should be operable or not as quickly as

4 possible. It was tue September and October schedule that was

5 under discussion when Mr. Adler indicated that, at page 85

6-

of the transcript, that both September and October were

7 suitable to the Cottronwealth, and he said, "We could just
~

l

86 hope the matter could be expedited quickly."

9 The only thing that has happened since then is

10 a slippage in the schedule for the staff supplement to the

Il staff safety evaluation, and I think that only matters

I2[ covered by ' hat SEfety evaluation supplement should bec

I2 allowea to s. Lip so far as tne hearing is concerneo.
h

I40 I think, Mr. Chairman, from a great period of
h
i

15 ob servation and participation in these proceedings, it is

16 not quite fair to say that the Murphy law always governs ,
4

I7 !| but it is certainly true in a large number of proceedings,
:!

18 / the unexpected happens. That is, Mr. Gallo has pointed cut
I t

19h procedural matters frequently delay, that there are precedural

20| matters in many proceedings that arise in the course of the
p.

21 f evidentiary portion of the hearing.
d

22 0:d 4
!'

CR249g 23

u

.. i a wo,,.. . . }4j2 {43
25
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SPARKS I I think, as all of the parties have indicated, there

OCR2560No. 5 2 is a large public interest liivolved in making sure that this
km 1

3 proceeding is concluded on a schedule which allows the Board

4 to resolve issues on the merits prior to the scheduled operation

5 of the plant, and I think the public interest requires that

6 the hearing be held on such a schedule as to allow for.

7 interruptions for whatever reason in its conclusion and to get
.

8| done what can be done, and that in my view is most of the
1

9 business of the hearing prior to the safety evaluation supple-

10: ment.
1

II MR. GALLO: Mr. Chairman, I have to make two points.i

I2: Mr. Trowbridge has indicated that the staff safety evaluation

13 rercrt has "clippod", I b o l i O*t a '.t a c th0 turn h0 uccd. The tact

I4 of the matter is that it hasn't slipped. The prehearing con-

15 forence that Mr. Trowbridge refers to took place in May. I

16 believe it was May 14. O 5"
P

*
17 CHAIPJ!AN HASKINS: May 24.

|

18 b MR. GALLO: May 24 of this year. We didn't have a
1

19| letter from the ACRS which is dated August 14, which raises
.

!-

20
I the question of the containment question. We were optimistic
1

21 at that time we would be able to resolve the fuel densificatica
,

22 analysis and put that one to bed.
:1

23 j The fact of the matter is that this reactor is a
u .

24'

9 ul Geoor'e's. Inc
B&W reactor. The vendor is Babccck & Wilccx. The fact of tne

25 me.tter is that that ver. dor has not sumbitted a satis factory

1412 144 i
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km 2 1 gap conductance model which bears on the fuel densification

2 question, and if Mr. Trowbridge wants a hearing, perhaps his

3 clients can spur their vendor into submitting a satisfactory
4 model like other vendors have so that maybe we can close out

5 that issue.

6 The same thing goes for the emergency plan. It has,

7 been my experience that with respect to emergency pla:Is , this
.

8, is one of the most vexing areas that the staff is confronted

9 with in terms of getting a satisfactory plan in dealing with
10 applicants. These are the reasons that the supplement is still

11 | outstanding. It is not because the staff has in any way been
i

12 0 lax in prosecuting its review of this.particular application.
||

13 MR. Tnch'naI::CE : ::r. Chairman, I did uvi. say and

14 ;j I did not mean to imply a lack on the part of the staff. That
I'.

15 j was Mr. Gallo's reaction. I said there had been a slippagd in
!I

16 the schedule. That has occurred. I don't care where the
'l

17 d slippage has occurred, through whose fault or through nobody's

18 : fault, we still have the same interest in concluding this
K
a

19 ! proceeding on a schedule which allous the resolution of the
i t

'i

20 ? issues in the proceeding without necessarily holding up the
-

'l

21 |i1| plan or without running any substantial risk that that. will,

]" -

P00R OR M L
23 CHAID'AN HASKINS: I believe there have been some
24 procedural slippages, tithout attributing the fault to any

91si:.ewertW.

25 parti.u;ar person. That seems to be the nature cf these hearings ,

1412 \45
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km 3 I whether it is the final environmental statement, which never

2 seems to come out on the date that we told it is going to

3 come out, or whether it be a supplement to the safety evaluaticr .

4 As far as citing statments that were made in the

5 prehearing conference here three months ago, I am sure those

6 were the best opinions of the counsel who spoke at that time,.

7; but I think many of the things that were said by all of the
i
I

8i parties have been overtaken by events, so I do not believe

9 that is particularly controlling as to what we do from here on.

10 I think the Board has heard with reasonable

11[ fullness the positions of the parties on the scheduling, and
'l

12 we will take 3 t under advisement as to the time, blocking out

13 appenic cf time, cfter which wc ha;c reached a dccisions on

14 0 that in the light of all the considerations that all of you
|I

15 / have raised.
J
i

16 We then will ccme down to the precise date of the
i
l

17yweek. But even if the Board were disposed to rule that the

18 first week in Noverier is absolutely the most desirable time
1

19l for a hearing, it is certainly not prepared to do it this
't
I

20 ||lafternoon. Again, we would not fi>: on Noverber 5 as opposed
9
I.

21 j to Noverter 6 or October 3. This would be subject to necoti-
|

22 ' atica and full consultation with all the parties, hopefully,
23 well in advance, having in mind.other conflicts.

24

Golc:em.:c
Mr. Adler spoke of other cases that are be.n; tried.

e

25 1: ell , I think every lawyer in this rocm has some other cases,

1412 146 j
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km 4 1 and the technical members of this panel and the alternate

2 members , we h' ave other cases , too, so it is not just that we-

3 have all of September and all of October available for this.

4 Mr. Sager, did you want to add something?

5 MR. SAGER: I would like the record to also reflect

6 the fact that page 79 of the prehearing conference gives the.

7| best assumption from the applicant that the fuel loading date
- i

!

8: would be February 1, 1974. That has gone back a month at this

9 point, at least.

10 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Well, Mr. Trowbridge spoke to that

i
Il

j point earlier, and I think we heard what he had to say on it.
!

12 h Is there any further business that can be disposed
i

12 of prcfitably or discussed profitably this af terncon2 Mr.

.

14 q Trowbridge, do you have anything further to bring out?
4
1

15 ] MR. TROWBRIDGE : No, Mr. Chairman. I hope I have
'I
l

16 g' made it clear that I have provided my suggestion for division
4

17 along the lines environmental versus health and safety into

18 a division along the lines of the matters which are going to.
,

i

191have to be waiting on the supplemental, the supplemental to
i

'l

20 j the staff's safety evaluation report, versus those matters thati
o

21 l could be dealt with at an earlier, and are not affected by

22 tha t .

23 So, the entent of that proposal, I hope I have

9:eC
24 elinina:ed ;neasiness 33:ut cer:ing cut of en.rironmental versu

8 :- e i.9 --

25 rafiOlOg1011 Contentions, Cr Wh9th9r a particular OOnteX; Cells

1412 147 ,
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P00RDIPIdNtL1 with both.

9 km 5 2 CHAIR %N HASKINS : In other words, if I understand

3 you, you are suggesting there might be some of these issues --

4 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Whether they are radiological or
|

5 environmental or both, we can go ahead and get at the airplane

6 crash and at the fogging and at a number of things, and I don't

7 need to worry whether we are environmental, at least for
.

81 purposes of preparation of testimony.

9 We don't need to worry about a fine line at this

10 point between the two. I would think that there would be some

11 | matters, obviously fuel densification is one, that I am -- I
i

12|! take it as an inevitable conclusion we cannot wind it up until

10 the staff laa= vumpleLeu its safe ty evale.,ation report, nd no

14 |i; matter for what reason, whether B&W's schedu.tc or otherwise.
. ,

15 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Thank you.

,l
i

16 j Mr. Fager, anything further?

17 |l! MR. SAGER: Only that'Mr. Kepler has indicated to
,

. 18 me that he would like to make a limited appearance.
,

19 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: In this proceeding?i

I

4-

20 p! MR. SAGER: Yes.
I,

21| CHAIR:%N HASKI::S : Very well. The record will show

22 that you have made the recuest on behalf of him, and when we
4

23 ;; get to the evidenciary hearing, he will be af forded an oppor-
i

eeaecol bae+e,s. I,c.
24 tunity.

25 :.:R . SAGER: Chauncey Kepler.
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km 6 1 MR. TRONBRIDGE: Might we have a further identifi-

2 cation of Mr. Kepler?

3 MR. SAGER: He is here, and he can speak for

4 himself.

5 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: I don' t think today is the day

6 for Mr. Kepler to speak for himself..

7 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask
1.

I

8i this question to Mr. Kepler. Is he a member of either of the

9 intervening organizations.

' 10 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Well, I don' t know that we have

ll i reached that question today. I am sure when he gets to appear
d
;

12 |f| and make a statement, that we can have him identified. He
i

13 mi U'" t jrSt CM* *her; hC COOidOC, .r. Sager."

14 1 MR. KEPLER: I am --
h

li
f

15;| CHAIRMA" HASKINS: I am sorry. You are not making
P

16 [i your statement today.
h
i

17 h MR. SAGER: In York, Pennsylvania.

18 CHAIRMAN HASKINS: Adler, do you have anything to
1

19 add?
I

f

4-

20 ? MR. ADLER: No, I have nothing to add.
1

c.
,

21 | CHAIPS.AN HASKINS: I think that concludes the
.

22 business of the prehearing conference. Mr. Gallo, the Board
,

23 wants to e:: press its appreciation to ycu for coming up here and

4e.=: :: , t
24 participating so ably. I think you have spcken on nine issues ,

c

23 a..d .". a*.* e .C3nOnd35 .Gil in tP.is OrGhdE.rin .* '

' ' ~

qq\2 \h4
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.

km 7 1 The prehearing conference will now be adjourned.

2 (Whereupon, at 4:15 p.'m., the prehearing conference was

3 adjourned.)
j
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